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KIDNAPERS CAUGHT.
Will Rogers and Joseph Wig- gins, arrested last night at
Las Vegas, have confessed to
the kidnaping of
Waldo Rogers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Rogers and grand-- ,
son of Judge H. L. Waldo.
The ransom of $12,000 was
recovered intact in the chim- ney at the home of the par- ents who are prostrated with
grief.
Wiggins was the first to confess. He had been sentenced
to the penitentiary from Socor- ro for life for murder. He was
pardoned out in 1909 by Gov- ernor Curry.
When the confession was
shown to Will Rogers, the lat- ter too, confessed. He is a
brother of Attorney A. T. Rog- ers, father of the boy, and he
was in the home of his brother
while
during the kidnaping,
the latter was in court at Ra- ton. He was arraigned this
forenoon.
There will be no compro- mise in the case and the two
men will be prosecuted to the
full extent of the law.
Governor Mills, who return- ed this noon from Las Vegas
brought with him copies of the
confession of both men.

SIXTY-SEVENT-

Washington, April 12. The United
Presidio, Texas, April 1' .lose San- Special to the New Mexii an.
i ne iioine i,;nu ana i.oan company
nay Dun. Three o! tin- 1.11s iKtgw
States boundary commission, which is chez, an insurrecto commander, anWashington, D. C, April 12. The of Faniiington, .San ..'nan county, filed From brazen throats of dn..-- umpir-- s
IK'S Moines. April 12. .Indue
be-I
to
the boundary lino
nounced today that the insurgents House Committee on Territories will articles of
William S. Keiiyon iRcpulili- - N
in the office!''11 ,"",m foMh ,h'S ai"'i'n'""1 ,hr
incorporation
tween Texas and New Mexico will will enter the
the
statehood iuint
besieged ci'y of Ojina-ga- , iconsidcr
tain, was eleited I'niticI States S
of the territorial secrotarv todav. The' command that millions of baseball
leave Monohan, Texas, on April l.,
Mexico, within five days. Day by tions tomorrow and it is believed thai
lovers have bcn waiting mr long N Senator to succeed the late N
Mexof
New
corner
is- - incorporated
for the southeast
at
,.
..,.1
day the rebel lines are Ix'ing drawn .the committee will report favorably. company
Senator Dollivr on the sixty- ,i.
and without delay a resolution
ico, where it will begin its work. It closer and after a brisk
ad - consisting of fa shares at. a par value Kiuns of the National league, Anifri-jealast
ballot in the Iowa legseventh
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that the commission
is expected
an d not mere - f ,0i"'U and it commences business
His
and the American Assoij-jatiou- ;S islature this afternoon.
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league,
a
with
which consists of former United til the bullets were
of
$."i,0iKi. The
it
paid up capital
vi 'ory came
on the second N
will start on their journey for
falling in the wa- jly approving their constitutions,
States Senator Francis M. Cockrell, ter at the new ford, the last link to lis understood that while the President incorporators are D. K. Bundy, J. I).
lnliot today after a stormy ses- the coveted championship flag, that
representing the United States, and the American shore and the only would not sign such a resolution he Horn and J. R. Ilildebrand, of Aztec, iis, provided the weather man does not
N
in;. Kchvuii is a progressiveJ. (lower of Fnrmington, and W.
Sam R. Scott, the state of Texas, will source
would not veto it and it would become
of supplies for the beleaguerto do so and
Kepubliean.
lie
threatens
interfere,
H.
of
also
Coston
.Messrs.
law by limitation.
However, Senator
Parmington.
require about three months to finish ed garrison.
grief to fans in a number of
the work. About 30 brass plates,
Bailey, of Texas, is reported to have; Bundy, Horn and Ciston are named di- - bring At
cities.
Native of Ohio,
Chicago, the lovers ot the
Braulio
Hernandez, provisional sec- said that he has twenty-onDemo- rectors for the first three months.
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national games this morning looked
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for
state
of
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has
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is
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company
the
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On Way to Santa Fe.
Las Vegas, April 12. Joe Wiggins,
a former convict and Will Rogers, uncle of little Waldo Rogers, who on the

r,ight of March 29, was ludoaped and
held for $12,000 reward, which was
paid, were today given a preliminary
examination, and this afternoon hurried to the penitentiary at Santa Fe
for safekeeping. The fee'.'cr; ovr the
confession of Wiggins and Rogers is
ve'-.high, and it was thought best ta
put both men out of possible danger
j lynching. All of the mouoy paid trr
the return of the child whs tound
wheie Rogers confessed iie had hidden it, at the home of his lather.
There is much sympathy for the aged
parents of Rogers, both of whom are

prostrated over the affair.

Will Be on No. 7.
Will Rogers and Wiggins, the Las
Vegas kidnappers will arrive in Santa
Fe tonight on Santa Fe train No. 7,
which is due here at 10:50 p. m. Captain Fred Fornorff of the Mounted Police will not return to Santa Fe until
tomorrow evening.
Praises Detectives.
Governor Mills returned at noon
from Las Vegas, bringing with him
copies of the confessions of both Wiggins and Rogers. The governor was
emphatic in his praise of the clever
work of the mounted police, the county officials and all who had helped
solve the great kidnaping case. In
particular he mentioned the work of
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena as be-

ing very clever, from reports he had
received.

The Confession of Wiggins.
Las Vegas, April
12. Although
the arrest of Will
foreshadowed,
for implication in the
Rogers
Waldo Rogers
kidnaping of
about two weeka ago, was a startling
denouement of one of the greatest
sensations in the history of the southwest. John Rogers was in attendance
at a meeting and banquet of the Elks,
and his being summoned at the height
of the festivities caused quite a commotion but it was quickly
shown
that . he was
Ha
innocent.
was taken to the Castaneda Hotel
where Will Rogers and Joe Wiggins were in custody of officers.
By this forenoon Wiggins
and
Will Rogers had confessed, while
John vehemently denied all knowledge of the crime. The arrest of Wiggins and securing a confession from
him, was the result of clever work by
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mounted
Police, and those who worked with
him. The confession was made last
evening to District Attorney Charles
W. G. Ward, in the presence of Fornoff.

Wiggins did not tell an altogether
straightforward story, but shielded
himself as much as possible.
Wiggins had been pardoned from
the penitentiary by Governor Curry in
1909, while serving a life sentence
from Socorro for murder. He asserts
that he received a letter from Will
Rogers while employed as a miner at
"Do you
Madrid, Santa Fe county.
want to make $10,000 easily?" the letter inquired. "If 80, come to Las
Vegas this evening." He leased a
small house which Is located on the
liomeroville road near the southern
line of the county seat. Wiggin3 says
that Will Rogers came to him and
leased the house for three days,
March 27, 28 and 29. These were the
days preceding the kidnaping. Wiggins states further that Rogers se- -
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ing plot imploring him to burn up all
letters that had been sent to Wiggins
by Rogers. Later, John and Will Rogers rode to his home in an automobile
and Will asked him to keep silence
and destroy all evidence of the crime
by moving about the furniture in the
room so that it might not be recognized by the child, at least, so said
Wiggins. John remained outside and
knew nothing of Will's mission.
Rogers Confesses.
During the night, Will Rogers, confronted with the Wiggins story, also
confessed, although his story differed
somewhat from the Wiggins
tale.
Will is only 21 years of age and lately had been employed by the Agua
Pura Water company. John Rogers,
who is 30 year3 of age, and was a
stenographer in the office of A. T.
Rogers, the attorney and father of the
kidnaped child, insisted upon his Innocence and has fully established
it.
The aged
of
the
parents
Rogers boys are prostrated with grief,
for while the money was hidden in the
chimney of their home, they had no
knowledge of the crime.
Will Rogers is said to have been
given the first impulse for the crime
by reading a detective story called
"Silent War."
Child Gave the Clue.
Captain Fornoff came to Santa Fe
on last Saturday. He came to get a
picture of Wiggins. When he returned to Las Vegas he took the picture
to the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
Rogers and showed it to the child,
who at once manifested his pleasure
and clasped the picture to his heart,
saying: "That's my friend, I love
him."
That settled it for Wiggins. Fornoff
made a dash for his place. In the
afternoon the prisoner was confronted
with the child who at once recognized
the
climbed into his lap
and patted his cheek.
"Hello, Mr. Friend," the child prat-- j
tied. "We had some good times didn't
we? I love oo!"
Wiggins saw the jig was up and
confessed. The arrest of Will Rogers
followed.
Suspected From the Start.
As intimated in the New Mexican,
two days after the kidnapping, Will
Rogers had been suspected from the
start. The New Mexican could not
tell, but it knew that it had been discovered that a screen door in the
Rogers home had been cut from the
inside; that the telephone wires had
been disconnected from the inside,
that the intruder had keys to the
doors, that he was
confident
of his ground and strangely
calmlv waited 4S
minutes while the mother dressed the
child and, with one
after
another dragged out subterfuge
the time in the
vain hope that help might come, that
a detective named Wells had accompanied Will Rogers almost to the
point where the money was paid over,
that the latter went ahead half a mile
(Continued

om Page Four.)
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Two Other Financiers Have Liabilities of Millions, Assets
of Thousands.
Schnectady,
W. Cuet,

N. Y., April

12.

Jacob

three times mayor of Schenkilled himself with a pistol

ectady,
in the bath room of his home today,
while the sheriff was waiting at the
door with a warrant the result of
charges of irregularities in the handling of an estate.
Bank President Bankrupt.
New York, April 12. In a voluntary
petition of bankruptcy filed here today, aged William J. Cummings, president of the failed Carnegie Trust
company, and now under indictment,
gave his liabilities as seven millions
and his assets at four hundred thousand. Payson Merrill was appointed

receiver.

Two More Big Failures.
New York, April 12. Two other
petitions in bankruptcy were filed
against Chas. Arthur Moore, Jr., director of the Carnegie Trust Co., and
Martin J. Condon also a director. The
liabilities of Moore are given as two
millions with assets of one hundred
thousand and the Condon liabilities at
six and a half millions and assets
half a million.
MILLIONAIRE SORRY HIS
SONS ARE WEALTHY.

iu, mi,io Dim in,. i,mca uieain
(Jr'lV white, 75 years old about
feet.
bather 0, 110 pounds, gray hair and beard.
kinds,
lumber,
goods, etc.
slightly stooped, and walks with head
j bowed
and eyes downward,
wore
FLYING FROM LONDON
brown suit, dark brown overcoat, with
TO PARIS, FRANCE.
velvet, collar, brown fedora hat, black
shoes, had possibly fifty or more doIntrepid French Aviator Crosses Engdisappeared
llars in his possession,
lish Channel and Establishes
from his home in this city.
a New Record.
Dr. Gray is of a quiet and kindly nabut sufficientLondon, April 12. Pierre Prier, the ture, naturally reticent,
when addressed, but owaviator, started in an aeroplane from ly talkative
London today in an attempt to make ing to his age and recent illness, his
is bad. He was last
the flight to Paris without a stop, suc- mental condition
m. on the first ultimo,
seen about .'!
cessfully crossed the Knglish channel at Wisconsin p.and Dumbarton
avenues
between Dover and Calais and continued on his flight toward the French N. W.
George Ti. Chew a relative, will pay
capital.
a reward of $200 for information lead- 290 Miles Without Stop.
Issy Les Molineaux, April 8. Avi-to- r
Prier arrived here at 5:45, having or alive, and this department will pay
made the trip from London, about $100 additional for the information,
provided he is alive.
290 miles, without a stop.
Kindly have careful inquiry made
;
of all church missions and
COMPLETE COUNTERFEITING
have the police, hospital, and
PLANT DISCOVERED.
death records examined; also request
Denver, Colo., April 12. A counter- your local newspapers to publish an
account of his disappearance, and if
feiting plant, complete in every detail,
located or any information is obtained
was discovered in a three-rooteras to his whereabouts, immediately norace at 1222 West
avenue, in the heart of the Italian quar- tify.
Land Entries.
ter, by Detectives John J. Leyden and
The
i Frank Muligan, Special
were the land entries
following
R.
H.
Agent
Love of the United States internal at the local land office yesterday: Myrevenue department and Deputy Unit- - ron F- - Fiheld, Aztec; Maurice K. Duf- ed States Marshal E. B. Chadwick. fy- - Edward Duffy, Willard; George W.
Along with the molds, the press and Sheridau- Prgreso; Hans L. Ander-large quantity of bullion the officers son' BIoomne,d; Douglas C. McRea,
found exactly $1,000 in counterfeit $l!La Pla,il; Betsey Robins' Estancia;
i.Jose Pablo Salazar, Wagon Mound;
coins
Jose Andres Martinez, Ortiz, Santa
:Fe county.
Visited Mora Road.
LOVED
Territorial Engineer Charles D.
Miller has returned from Las Vegas
where he went with Governor Mills
to look over the Mora road. The work
on this road has been under way nearly three months and considerable progress has been made. Those who have
Play Ground over His Grave seen the work done say it is excellent
and enduring.
The work is being
Was Desire He Often
done by a gang of convicts from the
lodging-houses-

Thirty-sevent-

h

-

a

-

Pasadena, Cal., April 12. The specJOHNSON
tacle of a
regretting
that his sons had inherited his wealth
was presented by Samuel W. Alton of
Chicago and Pasadena, who declared
in an interview that his children were
unfortunate in not having the hard
knocks he suffered when he climbed to
Alton- said in
success.
part: "My
boys are to inherit wealth, but they
will be the sadder for it. They are
missing the real blood training of
Expressed
The scions of the wealthy
are satisfied for the most part, to be
nonenities. If every young man and PREFERRED
JTJO MOMENT
woman in the world does his or her
duty, every child will be taught to
save. My wife and I have taught our Mass Meeting at Cleveland, Ohio
servants to save. They all have from
I omorrow, to Raise Funds
?2,000 to $3,000 and invested in stockfor Memorial.
yards stock, which pays 6 per cent."
e

IHEJPrE

TWO MEN DROPPED
DEAD OF HEART DISEASE.
Montrose, Colo., April April 12.
The lives of two western slope men
came to an abrupt end from heart disease. John Carney, Sr., brother of a
former lieutenant governor of Colorado, dropped dead at Ouray while
conversing with friends. T. M. Helm,
a Montrose veteran of the Civil War,
died while attending to his duties as
janitor at the Johnson school.

'

nearly all

Cleveland, April 12. "When I die,
I hope the people will make a play
ground over my body. I would rather
have the children romping over my
grave than a hundred monuments."
This was the statement often made by
Former Mayor Tom L. Johnson, who
died on Monday night, to his friends,
when men in public life died and monuments to their memory were being
planned. A mass meetina; will be held
tomorrow to raise funds for a memorl- al to Mr. Johnson's memory.

j

territorial penitentiary.
The Governor and territorial engin
eer were met at tne station by a party
of Las Vegans and were taken to
luncheon at the Castenada hotel and
thence in autos to the scene of the
road work near Sapello. In the party

were Governor William J. Mills, Ter
ritorial Engineer C. D. Miller, F. H.
Pierce, Harry W. Kelly, County Commissioner Benigno Martinez, County
Commissioner John S. Clark, William
Harper. Colonel M. M. Padgett, Chas.
A. Spiess and Robert J. Taupert.
Returns to Taos.
Territorial Coal Oil Inspector Mala--;
quias Martinez returned today to his
home in Taos after spending a couple
of days here on business connected
with his office. Mr. Martinez spoke
enthusiastically of the outlook for
farmers and ranchers and said that
in his county the spring plowing is go
ing merrily on and planting- is being
-

TROOPS

j

GK

FURIOUS

tion Amounts to

IB

$100,COO.

Kaltag. Alaska. April 12. Details of
the fire which on April 4, threatened
Seven Thousand Peasants March'"1'' ''''struction of iditarod City,
new mining camp, are slow in
on Various Towns in
)ming ag th(,re js no wir( communi.
District.
(cation with the town. The loss is es- Twenty huild- jtimated at $100,000.
w'ere burned, but the fire spread
12. "Thd,'"
Damery, Prance, April
so
tnat nearly all the stock
champagne riots,'' which began in this was siowiy
saved.

department yesterday continued this

morning, wine cellars being destroyed LADIES CALL THEODORE
and disorder spreading in spite of the
ROOSEVELT NASTY NAMES.
presence of troops. The trouble beNew York, April 12. "Stupid
gan on the receipt of news from Paris
"absolute
that the senate had passed a resolu- o" balderdash" and fool," "purveyor
"clumsy, common
tion favoring the suppression of all and vulgar meddler" are a few of the
territorial delimitations of area in 'epithets which Colonel Roosevelt's
which wine can legally be designated latest dictum that marriages of less
are sterile, has
as champagne. Seven thousand wine ,lu,n fo"r f"
growers left here this morning, march-- : Barnered among New York women of
ing on Epernay, four miles distant, to' 1'rominence. Mrs. Isaac L. Rice,
the wine cellars there. They i(ient of ,1,? Society for the Suppres-s?nrevolutionary songs and waved sion of Unnecessary Noises, believing
red flags. Cooperating with another lnat tlle contributing editor comes
band at Ay, they proceeded to Ven-- ! within the scope of her work, says:
teuil, where they destroyed huge winej"How like the colonel! No question
presses. Damery is today a picture is too great or too intimate for him
of desolation and the streets are lit- - to bawl out his solution."
Mrs. Marcia F. Townsend contrib-eerally running with champagne mix-- j
with mud. The houses of six wine jutes the opinion that Theodore is a
merchants were demolished during the "fool,
and maybe a few
n'Sntother things. "America is in much
more danger from the prophet of race
Troops Charge Rioters.
Epernay, France, April 12- - The; suicide than from other perils," adds
troops today charged the wine rioters Mrs. Raymond lirowne, president ot
with drawn sabers after several cham- the woman suffragette study club.
pagne depots had been sacked. Several persons were wounded.
PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON AND
FRISCO ARE CORRUPT.
faur-flusher-

pres-destro- y
g

j

d

j

-

j

done with hopes

of abundant crops.
Cambridge, Mass., April 12. "Phil-Th- e
heavy snows and rains this sea-- ' adelphia is not only corrupt, but con-so- n
will likely do i world of good, he tinted in its corruption; the
d
and the orchardists and cat- 'quake and fire have not rid San
are jubilant.
Cisco of civil evils, and Boston still
New Mexico Board of Pharmacy,
loves the open saloon, bombards the
The New Mexico Board of Phar-- ; legislature with stubstitutes for the
macy closed its session yesterday
and bottle bill substitutes for the
ternoon at Albuquerque with the cer-- ; Puritan Sabbath." In these words
tifieation of three candidates as res- - the Rev. Dr. E T Turnick
chairman
istered pharmacists, giving them the of the
board of the
evangelization
right to practice in this territory. Tho, Xw Kngland Metll0(iists, cond(?mns
.
.
,..
(the three cities in his annual renort.
the i omnierciai , 1:1110
.Monday morn- - Resolutions
embodying his condemna
in g, continuing all that day and
tion have been adopted by the New
Methodist, conference.
day's work in the examination con England
sisted of theoretical work only, ycs-- i
,
JUST
WOMAN,
terday's session being given over to
FORGIVES HUSBAND.
a practical quiz on prescription com-- j
pounding, and general drug work,
ueblAPril 12. Discovering her
Three of the seven candidates were!
successful in the examination.
These nusband in the company of another
are R. R. MacFarland
of Albuquer-- woman in luvn uom ln uessemer.
que; Dr. L. P. Jackson of Montoya, Mrs. Mary Shea attempted to break
and Arthur Baisley of Albuquerque. up the meeting, and in her efforts enThe next meeting of the board which gaged in a fight with her husband,
will be held at the call of the presi-- j ancnaei bhea, which resulted in his
dent of the board, will be held in this arrest on a charge of assault. At his
city and the following one will likely preliminary hearing today, Mrs. Shea
be held in Roswell, Chaves county. declared she did not blame her husMr. and Mrs. Monte L. Powell enter- band so much as she did "the old cat
tained the members of the board at that was with him." The alleged "old
dinner at their residence on West Coo cat" did not appear at th hearing
per avenue last night.
and her identity was not revealed.
j

earth-declare-

-

Fran-tleme-

j

af-jb-

.

j

,.,Z..

j

1

1

-
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THE LITTLE STORE

o

the )iifpeptie

and those suffering from diseases
of the stomach and intestines.
A physician,

surgeon ami

pharma-

ceutist of the highest standing in

Eu-

rope, Kaiz de Carlos, introduces to the

We Have

public the best and safest treatment for
the cure of diseases of the stomach and
intestines.
This remedv he has named

Sweet Peas Seeds
25 Varieties.
MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM

Iinter Grocery
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

Co

Telephone

which is a safe and absolutely harmless
diuestive tonic, relieving pain, aiding
digestion, stimulating appetite, and
toning the entire system.
It is gradual and benign in its effects,
restoring the digestive functions to their
normal power and health, with ability
to do their work unaided.

To the Medical Profession:

Phvsicianswho have kindly reported to
I)r. siiiz ic Carlos the remits, m Europe, of
this remedy v here prescribed, state that in
gastralgia and dysc;ieso chronic eastrltia,
pepsia (combined with ghlorosU), seaskk-nes- a,
anaemia,

chronic

No. 40.

ulcer in the slomacb, dysentery, dyspepsia, nyperchlortdia, diiitutionof
diseases
the stomach, and in
in children, etc.. bv using uo other medi-

cine than Stoma!i,they have been gratified
at the curative results, diseases of thirty
years' standing yielding to the remedy.

The rtiakors

(THE

Louis Napoleon
Groceries and Delacatessen

CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC

EVERY DAY

DAILY

MW

UP.

My Son.
(By I. D. S.)
I laid my newborn son within my
arms,
And wept above his head,
Stirred to those tears by sudden
vague alarms
That deepened into dread.

heart-touchin-

The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.

j

t

ANY BOY
RUN

CAN

-

THIS

Fiar

me.

grew upon
that shed
Calm on me,
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care Around me and
to run. without trouble or bother as long a? kept properly
ling head,
And whispered
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.

Price $70.00 f ob Mauison, Wis.
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
work.
For sale by

FRANK F. GORMLEY,

Whol

SSI

lie

&
Retail

Santa Fe,

N. M.

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

nest

all was well.

It was as though our blessed Lady
ANOTHER
bent
A moment from on high,
And on the little son that God had
sent
Looked with a loving eye.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE1
PHONE AK
PHONE
Tf UCDCOU
BLACK
BLACK 45
llUilUUii
-w

Eugenio Romero
LU BER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

THOVUS R DELGADO, Mgr.

when
her only Son
Remembering
was small,
Helpless, in her embrace,
And how all heaven shone upon her
from
That tiny, baby face.

RIDE IN THE MOON

n

wp1

"yM

30 H. P.

$1,500

We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES

SANTA FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

Phone 2 1 3

FOR

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

P.O.

0RY GOODS HOUSE IS

Box 219

"I

CITY

Phone 39

Jf SUES WHERE WE m

CUT-OF-

Est1?

v

mm

FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
NEW TOOLS?
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
IN ABUNDANCE.
. v
.
,
.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

If Its Hardware We Have it.

Phone 14.

Phone 14.

j

101

d

WHOLESALE

il

AND RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE-

Screened
Sawed

KirS.
Telephone

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,
"Wood

Smithing Coal.

Steam Coal.

and Kindling.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

;

CHE
rUli JILE
CAD

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancks; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain"
Improved

Modern Residences for Rent.

Washington Ave

103

Julius Muralter F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.

Holly

j

f Zook's Pharmacy
J

Great Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced

ON

THE 6ELEN

Herring of Corona, Lincoln county,
and Forest Ranger Dell, are reported
to have arrived at Mountainair, Torrance county, in a long chase after
horse thieves. The thieves also broke
WE HANDLE LUMBER
into a storehouse at the Herrintr
larE
ranch in the Gallinas mountain
quantities and nave every
Ti,Jm
thieves were trailed to ten miles modern facility for furnishing the
very best rAugh or dressed
south of Mountainair,
Lumber
Woman Stahhpri hi nnmiim c,- We are thus
enaders-- At
Mrs.!of eTery description.
El Paso. Texas.
Elizabeth Walters and her daughter enabIed to make the very be6t Prices
uch
Bh grade.
Amanda, were stabbed by drunken for Lumber
serenaders, who were creating a dis- - We wlU be Pleased to flBUre on yur
turbance in front of the Walters contJactBhouse.
The women were taken to
f
J . fx
., the emergency hospital to have their UnStflCS

MARCH

Batiste

TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,

at Farmington.

Thieves

.

Reminder

Clifton, Colfax county. Besides minor
injuries he has several broken ribs.
bection
Man Struck
by Flying
ssteei
Haldon Wallace,
a Santa Fe
section man of Raton, was struck in
one eye by a piece of flying steel and
was sent to the La Junta, Colorado
hospital.
Chinese
Ordered Deported U. S.
Commi'sidon n- e. a. Chaffee, at Las
ordered the following Chinaip en deported: Yu Ling, Wong Fong,
Wu Fuk, u Mun, Lu Fuk, Yung Zing,
and Lee Hi.
Shoemaker
rge
as a
Crazy
Roklizer, a shoemaker at At
resia, stilly county, has been tnk,-into custody because of his strange
actions and his hallucinations that a
man in New York has hypnotized
him.
Willard Belknap to the Fore
Belknap, who gained fame as a
booster at Naravisa, Quay county,
and recently removed to Farmingtoa,
San Juan county, has been elected
a member of the Board of Educathni
Horse

Voile

Don't

Hurt at Coal Chute l.eRoy Stead- man was badly hurt at the coal chute
of the Rocky Mountain Railroad at

Still After

Flaxon

Pilla

KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM. CONGESTION of the
INFLAMMATION of the
KIDNEYS,
Sedillos1
Old Abel
BLADDER and ail annoying URINARY
of Albuquerque Found Dead
A positive boon to
j IRREGULARITIES.
at Duoro.
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
Abel Sedillos,
years old, a resi-- PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
dent of Albuquerque, was found mur- - j H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
dered yesterday in construction camp says. "For two years I have been
No. 5 of the Belen cut-of- f
at Duro, 18 troubled with severe kidney trouble.
miles east of Vaughn, Guadalupe The pains across my back and over
county, where he was employed as a my hips were so bad that they almost
comissary. The family resides on meant death to me at times. I used
South Broadway in Albuquerque. An several well known kidney remedies
axe covered with blood and the evi- which gave me no relief until I used
dences of a hard struggle, showed Foley Kidney "Pills, and these I can
that Sedillo did not die without a tiuthfully recommend as they have
fight for his life. His father, who is made me sound and well." Sold by
all druggists.
said to be feeble minded, is mentioned in connection with the killing and
officers are now on their way to You
Need
Vaughn with the avowed purpose of
A
taking him into custody pending a
It appears
thorough investigation.
that the slayer came upon Sedillo
while the latter was at work on his
books and struck him in the back of
the head with an axe. A terrible
struggle followed in which furniture
Y0U
and papers in the car were scattered
about. The young man evidently fell
to the floor with terrible axe wounds
in the back of the head and neck.
His throat showed signs of finger
marks. A laborer of the gang went
early to the commisary car for groceries and found the man in a pool of
blood. He gave the alarm.
that our Tailoring is perfect because
that fact is well known all over town.
TO CURE A COLD IN CNE DAY
V
Take LAX ATI K H1MMO Quinine 'IWot Rut we may remind you that we have
Druggist mTuikI mcmey if It nil t cure K just received a fine line of Spring
and that
W. GtiCV.O'S.iiSiiiiture U on cazh box 2 Suitings and Overcoatings
new is your chance to have either or
both made up to your order. We
We Have Built Up
give you a perfect fit and finish, and
"
5"
you will be satisfied with the charge,
j
too.
MURDER

Long Cloth

at Spokane for a one day convention while en route to Portland where
a two day meeting will conclude the
business of the year. By stopping in
Spokane and taking up preliminary
organization here, more time will ba
given to arrange the necessary details
of the two days' meeting in Portland.

1

Kiss Cost $25 Hilario Rand was
fined ?25 at El Paso, Texas, for kissing an unwilling young woman whom
he met on the street. Rand was

Wil-lar-

merce entertain the delegates at
and after a brief program
the visitors will be taken on a trip
through the Spokane valley by members of the Spokane Motor club, who
are enthusiastic upon learning that
the convention has been secured for
this city. The association will stop

Persian Lawns

j

Loon-Geo-

Phone Red 100

Spokane, April 12. The National
Association of Rotary clubs will convene in Spokane .Inly 3, 1911. The A
National Association of Rotary clubs
is an organization of tremendous influence in the automobile and motor
world. Its membership embraces 23
states and includes a great variety
of organizations in the manufacturing,
marketing, advertising, recreation and
commercial lines. Paul P. Harris of
Chicago is president. It is proposed
to have the Spokane chamber of com-

India Linons
Dotted Swisses
Nainsook
Poplin
Dimity

Twenty-Five-Ye-

FOOD.

ALFALFA SEED All Kinds of Flowers and
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk and Package.

Lumbar and all kinds
of beilding material

sudden fell
that drowsey,

As though she comforted, with ac
cents mild:
"Lay thou thy fears aside.
It was to save from that, that mine
own Son
Suffered and lived and died."

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

Then a peace

1

Our beautiful lines for Spring represent the most complete assortment
of choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.

L. GERTTARDT.

luncheon

Bros. Co.

White Goods For Spring

NATIONAL CONVENTION OF
ROTARY CLUES AT PORTLAND.

j

And must the frail: Lies and the faults
of all
His fa the, s kin and mine,
T'pon t;it sweet and helpless being
fall
To mar that soul divine?

M.

Signed)

j

Incorporated 1903

Selipan

Eokman's Alterative cures Bronchitis,
Asthma. Hay Fever; Throat and Lung
Affections. Ask for booklet of cured cases
and write to the Eckman Laboratory,
Philadelphia, Pa., for additional evidence.
For jSale by alt leading druggists and
by Zook's Pharmacy ir. Sauta Fe.

j

All of my sins, and all that tempted
me,
Must he, too, know and fight?
And all the wrongs that I had failed
to flee
Make hard for him the r::,ht?

Established 1856.

Eekmnn's Alterative

If shown the
affidavit of
a father whose only son was cured of
tuberculosis by Kck man's Alterative
had been abandoned, would
after all hope some
it not carry
weight with you? A
718 Cherry St., Phila., Pa.
specimen:
"In .luly, 1905, I first
Gentlemen.
noticed the conditions that showed I
had Consumption. I lost weight rapidly:
had a hollow cough, hemorrhages and
very severe night sweats. My brother
recommended Kckman's Alterative.
In
the Fall of 1005 I began to take it. At
this time I am perfectly well and robust. My appetite is good and my weight
has increased from 110 to 110 pounds.
Not a trace of my old trouble remains.
I will gladly express the merits of this
medicine to anyone."

'

SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

rf

medicine that is curing1 tuberculosis
all over the country will send direct, a
pamphlet and other literature, that every
It tells in
consumptive should read.
their own language the story of those
whom Kek man's Alterative has cured.
Such straight-from-the-hea- rt
evidence
as this booklet holds is convincing.
No m fitter if you have unfortunately
spent time and money experimenting
"cure" tinder the firmawith nearly every
ment in vest i grate Eck man's Alterative.
tin- -

:

For sale bv all bruqnisls.
E. fOllGf RA & CO., Agents, 11. S New York.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL
CASH PURCHASES
WITH

FRESH CAKES

Interesting Reading for
Tubercular Invalids

Train-Awake-

Bulk and Packages

FRESH PIES

wounds dressed.
Tried to Burn House While Drunk
M. W. Beeville w;is
arrested at
Doming on the chars;'' of arson and
drunkenness and lod-e- d i ntlie county
It is alleged that he returned
jail.
home and threatened his family, and
finally ended his drunken fury by
setting fire to his home. Neighbors
and officers were summoned and he
was arrested and lodged in jail.
ning
Passenger Leaps From
from a horrible dream,
and possessed of the hallucination
which had come upon him during his
sleep that he was pursued by the
bloodthirsty Mafia, Russo Salvatore,
2:; years of age and a native of Sicily, Monday eveniti-- . threw himself
from the window of Santa Fe train
No. 1, which was
then proceeding
miles at hour,
west at the rate of
and landed in the chilly waters of the
Rio Grande near Isleta, some 14 miles
south of Albuquerque.
Three Burglaries at Mountainair
The meat market of Ixirey Brothers
at Mountainair,
Torrance
county,
was robbed of forty pounds of meat
and a jar of pickles.
The pickles
were consumed on i lie premises by
the burglars. Burglars tried to break
into the store of J. II. Rlioades the
same night but after smashing the
show window were frightened away
by Mrs. Charles L. Burt, wife of the
school superintendent.
The burglars
also tried to enter the Hotel Mount- ainair through a window but were
driven away by the proprietor.
No Job for Old Man J. L. Seliger,
an old man who speaks French, Span- ish. German and English, and who
had been working in a store at Mag- dalena, Socorro county, for the pit- tance of $10 a month, was lodged in
the jail at Albuquerque because he
had no money and could find no work
although it is known that he tried
very hard and is a really competent
man.
Indian Steals Trousers An Indian
who gave his name as Tuly Brown was
arrested at Albuquerque for stealing
a pair of trousers from a fellow- stud-ent at the TJ. S. Indian Industrial
School.
Taken From Train George Atwood
was taken from n Santa Fe train by
officers at Las Vegas yesterday and
is held for the arrival of an officer!
from Denver where Atwood is wanted
to answer to a charge of selling mort-- j
gaged property.
Big Ranch Deal The Cross Ell
ranch near Folsom, Union county,
covering 60,000 acres, has been sold to!
Fowler & Todd of Maple Hill, Kas.

f

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.
S-va-

Tiling-

arrival ot
arrives at

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

ft

Wbesfe

Kee4

f

AflytMn

any other
and good

lena to Mai Fas

aangex Coxafortable,
J
W UUOOW
FARE SST $5.00

WINDS

LIVERY STABLE

CHAS. CL0S50N

Den Gaspar Ave.

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuaiiyfhe result
of exposure to the March winds.
Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zooks Pharmacy
Phone 213
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Bids were received
5k
previous lotting.
1
from all parts of the country,
r I
I
lll-- ll
About
being submitted in, all.
Waiting aoesn-- t pay.
AHU
of the money to be spent goes
If you neglect the aching back,
con;
surely
The
ratted
goods
Urinary troubles, diabetes,
AGAIN tofor Chicago.
If,
w TT CT "TT
IT m
sirrr
follows.
will go to Indian schools and resu
8
;
back-Doan's Kidney Pills relieve
ervations scattered through tv.uity- . six states and are part of the supplies
... ,
W "5
ache,
t 1
A Good S
frankly brutal; in the apportionment
Cure every kidney "ill.
United States Bureau of In- - required for the fiscal ar ending
M
or V. If. of the committees the magnanimous
The many friends
The total purchase
Santa Fe citizens endorse them.
June 30 VJ12.
oat with Kczem-- on :n
read in Democratic
i)
dian Affairs Awards
A!v.:t twenty yt
II. Llewellyn were
i.;o I bc;r.n to bre.-iAlberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
will aggregate betwee r; $ i
majority has sho wi a
of
;'!.
c :ii:::e:'., cl treatment with the 1. A r.i.'. 'j.r;
notice
week
an.'i
i 1.
a
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It
pleaslast
this
,'i:n
deem
paper
"I
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M., says:
Fe,
and $5,000,000.
cold and cruel and at times brutal utsContracts
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of
office
to treat tac ..c:
but did not ;;et ma, h rci let. I
his
ure to corroborate the public statein a Sky Scraper.
for the rights of the minority
City
regard
Kidfor
eiuhUi
two years, ami at I' .e en
Doan'a
lihvMCiat'.s
the direction oi ih::e.-i-:District Attorney
ment I gave In favor of
A complete city in a
I then quit !
abics: and that causes the reader to begin to
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He is one of
u,l the
rict.
ney Pills about seven years ago. I VICE CONDITIONS APPALLING with all
the
shops,
cafes,
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tin:
excellent
an
remedy
be
tried various ointment, salves, lott os, e'..:., for another tv
most
to
territory, lose all faith in human kind. livery-thinlawyers
found them
popular
to date indicates that the Demmillinery, jewelry, shoe and fur es- as is attested to by
fact of his
to let
b.'f'.Te, so I finally
but soon I was as bid off
and I have never hesitated to vouch
so long. Las oeratic majority is going to make tho
for their merit when an opportunity But Carter 'Harrison, Democra tablishments to supply the wants of having held the ofh
alone, ami for twelve or thirttvn vears I suffered liter. st.v
the thousands of tenan's, that is an Cruces Citizen.
use
most m rciless and
has been presented. For two years
Ec.enn. Dan:u; tlie tune I t aV'.it half of my hnir. At .. t I
Red
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Believes
even in Chicago.
The
of its long desired day of power and
Legalized
innovation,
and
from
backache
bad
in
I was
shape
Im.l run on s :
S. S., doubtful of a cure, because t'ae
the Trough.
for
Scramble
gatiS.
many and various establishments of
that the house of representatives un-I fOon
l that your medicine was d.ung me go ,i,
Light.
kidney trouble and when Doan's Kidbat
It. is very interest;!:::, highly edifythe Republic Building have organized
iter the rule of Speaker Champ Clark
ney Pills were brought to my notice,
to take it After nUimr, S. S. S. for awhile I v. is n.mpU:;
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autonomy,
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a function that takes place
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of erowinc
faso to such indiscretion, or ptrhaps
for the table is one that is being i'ost- - t) such indiscretion on the part of!
ercd in more and more stales. Massu- - one of their parents, is far larger
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But
than the world had supposed.
the physician knows and if the physi-it- s
cian were to speak what lies upper- most in mind when called to take
a case it would be vehemently re
sented by the patient though it be
The
the God's truth, nevertheless.
black plague demands as many vict-anims as the white, and the white
plague is at times, in fact too often,
caused by the same evils, or is mere-trou- t
ly a seniienee of the other. What a
call to clean living, to sobriety, in
'hese facts; what a moral awakening
'h" spread of this truth will bring
about, for it is certainly true, as one
T.os Angeles minister said: "I can't
scare my congregation into decent
living by threatening them with hell
fire, but I can by threatening them
with disease.
They are more afraid
of the smallpox than they are of
d

eternal damnation."

Said a local physician

of very
the Xew Mexican
office, only a few days ago: "It is only
a few years ago that practically all
physicians advised the liberal use of
Since then
whisky by consumptives.
they have learned their mistake. Now
they advise their patients to abstain
altogether. When they take a case in
which the patient cannot stop
in

drink-epicure-

ing. the prognosis is unfavorable." It
might be added that in eases. whre
the patient persists in continuing
sipation, his doom is sealed. The con-th- e
scientious physician is today a more
effectual moral preacher than is the
ordained minister of the gospel.
there-turWhat terrible significance
fore, in this Woodmen's letter when
of all
it says further: "One-thirdeaths of men between the ages of
IS and 45 are due to this dread
One person is dying every
ease.
three minutes from tuberculosis in
the I'nited States." And in this cona peculiar sidelight 13
nection,
thrown on those statistics, by the
statement of a reputable local physi- cian at a public meeting of men,
that from 50 to 80 per cent of young
men in the City of Santa Fe are
flirted with a taint that does not
come to men who are clean, who are
moral or whose parents have been
clean and moral and lived as they
should.
There is no sense in keep-aning silent about these matters, for
as another speaker has said, the first
DUtv ot our government is to
sf,rve th health and Uvea of its
a government
P' ani how can
stamp out disease unless it recog
nizes the causes, and healthy public
sentiment sustains the officials in the
wanare upon disease and its origin.'
Sllch sentiment cannot
be created
y

d

as the Massachusetts legislature has
done, and pass legislation that would
not only permit but would foster such

THE TYRANNY OF SOCIALISM.
That the I'nited States Mine Workers will stop at nothing to ruin any
man who dares to be independent
and not bow to their yoke seems evident from the Colorado dispatches.
Mrs. Margaret Miller has implicated
half a dozen leaders in a conspiracy
for ruining Judge Whitford
of the
Centennial State, who had the nerve
to thrust into jail a number of strikers who had refused to obey an injunction not to interfere with strikebreakers. The principle that a man
has the right to work for whom he
pleases and at what wages he pleases
is as fundamental as the maxim
that a man should have the right to
employ whom he pleases and for
whatever wages he will accept. Mrs.
Miller accuses those leaders of bribing her to become their tool in bringing infamous charges against Judge
Whitford, charges which a legislative committee has just disproved.
She claims to have the documents
and it certainly looks now as
if she had been the tool of someWhen alleged leaders of labody.
bor stoop to methods of that kind, decent labor will surely repudiate them.
The miners should take the example
of the International
Typographical
I'nion, or the federation of the locomotive engineers as their models,
for those organizations seek to be
fair to employers and at the same
time have achieved more for their
members than the
anarunchistic, socialistic and political
ions can possibly hope to secure for
their adherents.
The tyranny they
would establish is far worse than any
tyranny the money power has even
contemplated.
wild-eye-

The Aztec Index remarks rather
industry.
The local board of
complainingly:
Says "The Amateur Sportsman":
trade has not yet come out of its win"We believe the American people are
ter hibernation," or words to that efopposed to laws making it a crime to
fect.
But no need for discourage
rear and sell desirable foods. The
ment, for that is the nature of the
country is large, and if a small por- beast even in progressive and wide
tion of our vast area can be utilized
awake San Juan county. The New
to rear the wild food mammals and
Mexican knows of only one board of
birds, game will soon be abundant
trade that never hibernated nor talkField
cheap in our markets.
ed a hundred times as much as it
will
be
revived in America
sports
accomplished and that board is comwhen the game becomes
abundant
posed of women and is located in the
The sporting magazines
cheap.
sleepy city of Santa Fe.
will carry the advertisements
One of the unique features of its or
of hotels with game grounds attached,
ganization is that it charges no dues
where the people can shoot and eat,
but levies fines upon members who
of licensed game dealers, who
fail to attend meetings.
A man's
L.,!A supply the people with cheap and
board of trade organized in that man
Tdesirable foods. The laws should be
ner, too, might be more successful
made for all of the people and not for without also spreading necessary than the other kind, which levies
can be the re
a small part of the sportsmen ex- Knowledge tnat
dues and spends its time in
sult only of plain speaking on part of heavy
clusively."
and talking about great
dreaming
The Amateur Sportsman adds a press, pulpit and physicians
visionary schemes but neglecting the
warning against making the office of
little but just important things that
OLD STANDARD OF LIVING.
game warden a political one, saying: THE
lie near to hand and must be done
The craze for variety, the dread before the
"The Minnesota commission
some
bigger schemes can
years ago said, in its annual report, of monotony, to which might be add-thcollosal
same protection and politics,
vanity and selfishness,
like oil and water, would not mix. are given as the causes of high
l r.o
'tepublican parly needs a
funiiEb.es a striking illust-- inS by Mrs. Ellen H. Richards,
Mark
is heard on one side.
of the truth of this statement, structor in chemistry at the Massa-The Democrats need Thomas Jeffer
dispatch to the Xew York Morning chusetts Institute of Technology, the son, says another part of the
House,
in the
Sun, March 1ft, says: 'A rough and leading scientific
college
while a third fraction of the people
She is much nearer right is
tumble light on the floor of represent- country.
sighing for an Andrew Jackson
atives 'this aftsrnoon ended tonight than are those who blame the' tariff,
Yet, imagine one of these three lead
when a mob composed of drunken or the labor unions, or the trusts, or ers
placed in the attitude of leader
men from: the 'house stormed the sen- general misgovernment.
at the present time and it would
ship
ate and forced it to .adjourn.
"When I went to housekeeping thir-- not
The
more than an ordinary imtake
carouse commemorated the humiliat- years ago," she says, " on the agination to hear the shouts of de
ion by the Democrats of Jesse A. same spot and under the same
Each day
rision, of condemnation.
state game and fish ward- - eral conditions as now, our running has
its own leaders and this day has
f
en, who is a Republican.
The Sun- - expenses
as leaders like President
were about
Taft, whose
From what direction has the
day session of the House, which was much.
is dimly realized
held by the Democrats to wind up increase come? The snow plow no great statesmanship
by the present, but whom the future
their war on Jesse A. Tolerton, longer cleans our sidewalks; it must will
place on just such pedestals as
state game and fish commissioner, re- - be shoveled to the gutter. The
are occupied by Jefferson and Jack
in the afternoon in a fist fight man comes five times a day instead
son and Hanna, each of whom in
and a near riot.' Meantime as Rad- - of twice.
The telephone bill not
their day were denounced as demaford would say: 'the game can take only costs JCO a year, but doubles
gogues or as tools.
care of itself.' "
hence
and
his
the grocer's delivery,
'
It certainly doubles
charges for it.
The thousand dollar a year men
A FRIGHTFUL
TOLL.
the steps taken and the staTrs ascend- are but few in this country and whenA recent letter addressee to the cd Dy some one.
"Hardwood floors mean twice the ever a man's talents, energy, keencamps of the Woodmen of the World
The cost of guests ness, .make him worth that much,
of which one is in Santa Fe, says work ot carpets.
gobbles him up. There
is
not
the food we
because
that in Xew Mexico 12 deaths of
double,
was a time when $10,000 a year was
every 94 among the members of the "Sa to set before tuem was not good considered
a big salary, but today it
The and sufficient, but because we have
order, are from tuberculosis.
is the minimum for which the services
members are selected risks, they are not ,n? moral courage to give simple
of a man really worth while can be
mostly young men, they are admit- - entertainment.
had.
Any man worth $10,000 a year
ted only after a rigid medical exami- "The more elaborate service the
to an employer could make $30,000
of
one
nation, applicants whose parents died greater number
things is in
working for himself, and in consee
of tuberculosis being barred, and yet, sense a social advance, as it is
quence, while there are thousands
than one of every eight mem-- , posed to mean a gain in standing,
off and eating
"A perfect craze for variety has working their hands
bers of the order, in this the most
to land a political
out
their
hearts
healthful climate of the world, die of taken possession of the world.
to $2,500 a year, there
In the neighboring ter- - ing is so much dreaded as monotony, job paying up
is a scarcity of men who measure up
means
a
This
of
dissatisfaction
restless
Arizona, the statistics are
ritory
to the $10,000 a year jobs.
not more encouraging.
Out of every w ith life. The daily work is not
deaths over there, 13 are from notony, as long as one does not wish
The American Sheep Breeder puts
tuberculosis, and in Texas, out of to do something else.
"It is this craving for variety which the argument of the sheepmen and
5,857 deaths, 762 were from tuberculohas doubled the living expenses of wool growers against tariff tinkering,
sis.
We all go to town especially with the wool
schedule,
Xow as to the causes of tubercu- most families.
losis.
They are manifold, but what- two or three times a day. We all go very pointedly, when its says:
"Last year the government placed
ever debilitates, whatever weakens motoring or to the sea shore at frethe system, whatever poisons the quent Intervals instead of quietly the average value on sheep at $4.08
the pict per head. This year it is $3.73, and
rearranging
blood, will predispose to tuberculosis, reading
and the most potent causes today are ures or the furniture, mending the if there is any other reason than
As for tariff agitation we would like to know
Not curtains or the broken china.
alcoholism'
and immorality.
Here is a cool $20,000,000 loss
and carpentry, who does it? it.
vry one smitten with the disease i sewing
"What do we gain by it? Anything to the flock owner, and if anybody is
haa been guilty of Indulgence in
tell us who
to man's real tdvance? Is benefitting by. It
strong drink or in dissipation of valuable
Hint society or tne individual
wiser is and why."
Unil hut th( number
an
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The name "Chalmers" on a Motor Car means the same as the word
on Silver.

"Sterling"

Santa Fe, New

HARRY D. MOL'LTON,

Agent Chalmers Motor
-

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
Mexico

Detroit, Mich.

Co.,

An insurance agent, the other day,
sold a life insurance policy to an Inreservation.
dian on the Xav.i
No more proof is needed to demonstrate that W. T. Shclton, the agent
at Shiprock, is really civilizing the
savages.

LORD BERESFORD'S WIT.

:

Taos is certain now that it is upon
the map for it has a moving picture
snow.
ine railroad can not De iar
off.

It is significant that the Democrats
announced their legislative program
on April 1, All Fools Day.
WIGGINS AND
(Continued

ROGERS CONFESS.

trom

f age

One.)

j

The Emerald
isle is proud of
Charlie Beresford, and Charlie is
proud of his native land and countrymen. "Irishmen
may have their
faults," he says, "but give me an Irishman the best fellow that ever was.
Could anybody tell more stories than
the Irish?"
One of the best stories he ever
heard was about a fellow who was
very fond of shooting. He said: "The
first bird I ever shot was a squirrel,
and the first time I hit him I missed
him altogether, and the next time I
hit him I hit him in the same place,
and after that I took a stone and
dropped him from the tree, and he
fell into the water and was shot, and
that was the first bird I ever shot."
And Lord Charles is never tired of
quoting the story of the Irish member
of the house of commons who compared a certain whisky to a "torchlight procession trickling down his

and then returned saying he had paid
the money over; that next day, while
the automobile tracks were plain,
there were no signs of tracks from throat,"
horses' hoofs or from any one on
foot. But the evidence was all circum-

stantial, there was no direct evidence, and it was for such evidence
that Capt. Fornoff and the detectives
were hunting. Only l;.st evening, at
o'clock Will Rogers wps protesting
his innocence,

Capital Stock
$150,000
81
Surplus and Undivided Profit -

'
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cluisetts, although densely populated,
is not only preserving its game for
sportsmen but is also encouragins the growing of game for food
Th-chairman of the game commis
sion wrote only recently: "Since KilCi
there has been no law which prevent
ed a person from selling deer raised
In
maintained on the farm.
-.
ISH.a law was passed which permit- ted the sale of artificially propagated
during the two months of the
closed season, February and March,
In l:t"0 this provision was extended
In 19"C,
to all seasons of the year.
the legislature permitted artificially
piopagated wild ducks to be sold. In
extended to
19"9 similar provisions
artificially propagated pheasants. All
these hr.vs have worked very satisfactorily, and last year were issued 2
trout permits, 71 pheasant permits
and 16 wild duck permits."
Xew Mexico, with ll.nnu.nnn acres
In forest, reserves which
are also
game preserves, with 40,000.000 acres
in public lands, with millions of acres
in Indian reservations, with half of
its area not adapted to agriculture,
but consisting of just the kind of
land for game propagation, sliiould
eventually raise enough game to sup- lily all that is wanted on tables of
It is rather a hard propo- sition that those who want to eat
game must shoot it themselves. Xot
one is blessed with leisure or
physical strength to go into the
hills and mountains to shoot deer or
catch trout; not one in ten men is a
Ximrod or a fisherman, and why not
lands not good for anything
else into preserves on which game
would be raised for sale.
Surely it
would add materially to the state rev- to the income of many people,
if the first state legislature would do

HARRY

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

live-fol-

2.00

Weekly, per year
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what counts, or more learned, happier, better in any way?
Does not
each dollar in excess mean a greater
strain
on some nerve,
a greater
chance of mental collapse?
"What is the poor American' to do
in his present fever and with- - his
present nerves, but with
greater power placed in his hands,
and
greater attention and
capacity demand for their control? If
;tl years ago the fcee forces and rushing advance of the republic urgently
needed the rtgulation of a powerful
and learned conservative body, who
can overestimate the necessity for
such service now?
"What should be today the guiding principle of
and intelligent women in the use of personal and family income?
Do we believe that it must lead between ascetic-ism
and luxury?
Luxury (everything not necessary to full efficiency)
is the besetting modern danger physic::, menial and moral.
"The determining principle in fixing the standard of life should then
be the discovery of the
minimum
needed to maintain full efficiency."
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he spoke of moving
away where
he would be free from what he
called persecution. Then came the
arrest and the coti'essions which
bring additional grief into two households. That mother who had suffered
the pangs of death a thousand times
the night her child was taken from
her; the father who grieved as only
a father can, now hav this additional
shadow cast over their home.
Joseph Wiggins' Sworn Confession.
Las Vegas, N. M.. April 11, 1911.
Joseph Wiggins, being duly sworn,
on his oath deposes and says
that
when H. O. Bursum was sheriff of Socorro county I was deputy sheriff of
the said county, located at San Marci-al- .
While in that position I shot and
killed Eraquio Jaramillo on account
of his attentions to my wife. I was
sentenced to 99 years in the territorial penitentiary in lfl;il. Sentence was
commuted to 20 years by Governor
In 1909 the governor gave
Otero.
me a complete pardon, while I was
employed at the Scenic Highway as
a trustee. I went then to Madrid and
there got married to Miss Luisa L.
Baca and remained there till the latter part of February, 1911. While I
was at Madrid I received letters from
Will Rogers whom I had known in
Las "Vegas during about two years
when I worked on the Scenic Highway and after I was pardoned, before
I went to Wyoming.
The contents
of one letter in substance follows.
One letter was sent to me about the
10th of February; that he wanted
me to come to Las Vegas; that he
could make $10,000 in one minute. In
a former letter he had said" that if
I had a house to come to Las Vegas
at once. . I came to Las Vegas in response to that letter. I came to Las
Vegas about February 23, 1911. After
I came
(I had a sprained ankle at
the time) I went to see Will Rogers
at the office of the Agua Pura company and he asked me how I was
fixed. I told him badly fixed. He
went good for me at Danziger's for
$10. Danziger stopped my credit and
said he wouldn't let me have any
more on Roger's
account.
March
28th I went to see Will Rogers at the
Agua Pura company at night. I was
going by the place where he keeps
his auto next door to his father's
shop, during the same day and he
told me he wanted to see me at the
Agua Pura office that night. When 1
came to the Agua Pura office, there
was another fellow there that night.
The other fellow asked me for the
use of the house, while Rogers went
to get two cigars.
I told him I
wouldn't let him have the house, hut
they could pull the staple if they
wanted, as I was going away for three
or four days. I went with my wife
and my three children to the house
of my aunt, Felipa Leyba, who lives
near the cemetery. I stayed there
till the morning of the 31st of March.
It was Friday morning. When I
came back I found a note on the bureau, saying destroy everything you
find. The note was signed "W. R." I
destroyed it. In former letters I had
received at Madrid from 'Will Rogers
he always asked me to destroy them
after reading them. So I destroyed
those I found in the house when 1 returned. I found two pairs of baby's
pantelettes, a pair of man's pants, a
cap and a mask, a vest, (Man's), a
pair of overshoes's about No. 7. That
was Friday. I put them in the privy
vault, all but the vest and overshoes.
The overshoes Mrs. Wiggins burned.
Saturday Will Rogers came to my
house and John Rogers stayed outside
in the auto. Will came in and asked
me: "Does anyone here but you talk
English." I said: "No." My wife was
there also. Will said: "Did you destroy everything."
I said: "Yes."
Will said: "You know me well." I
said: "Yes." Will said: "I'll make
this all right with you." I said "You
go on and tend to your business and
let me alone. That was all that was
said." Apolonio Sena came to my

HOTEL
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Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

prejudice against him. the stories
that were afloat, the rumors that
sought to connect him with the
crime. He felt so aggrieved
that

(Continued on Page Five.)

Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
terms on ail kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency public o private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in al! respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage cf the public la
respectfuHy solicited.
Loans money on the most favorable

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
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124126

Blocks From Depot
OneBiock West of Capitol
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Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave

TELEPHONE

88

BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN
Gest Oh, there are quite as good
fish in the sea as ever were caught,
you know.
Jest Better. Just think of the
enormous ones that just managed to
get away from all the anglers!

the Tropical Isle.

Robinson Cruso mopped his brow
and grumbled about the torrid sdn.
"What's the matter, old chap?"
asked a sympathetic parrot "You
have a Friday."
"Yes," growled Robinson, with a
frown, "but in this hot place I'd
rather have a sundae."
For in such an oven as that Ice
cream would have certainly been a

treat.

ROOM-Go- od

Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Easy!
Of Kardnning the city man
Oft little understands,
Tet never fails to raise a crop
Of blisters on his hands.
On

ATTRACTIVE DINING

Santa Fe, N. M

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms.' newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

THOS. DORAN

RATES

Proprietor.

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Rattier Personal.

They were casting for trout in the
mountain rapids and he was awkward.
"Don't you know," he drawled, trying
to dislodge a snagged hook, "there
are some wonderfully queer fish in
the Atlantic ocean. Did you ever see
a goosefish?"
And the pretty girl smiled.
"Yes, indeed, Freddy," she chirped,
"I am watching a goose fish now!"
Feminine Logic.
said the skeptical husband,
"I don't see how that new store can
afford to sell you everything at less
than cost."
"Oh, that's easily explained," rejoined the knowing wife. "They sell
such enormous quantities of
"But,"

BOTH

DIFFERENT.

C0R0NADO HOTEL
ONE OF THE BEST

SI3RT

CUISINE

ORDER

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS

Every Room

G. LUPE HERRERA,

a Good One.

SOFT DRINKS

RATES 60c t
per day

Prop.

TSi

Tie Mowing are suggested to the thirsty as sometitiaf

$1,00

35

and hav

delivered.

cool and fewitfof

GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON
SODA, IRON BREW
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO
w
COLA,
::

x

Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
All drinks made from

filtered water

SANTA FE BOTTLING

WORK

5gHS5

HENRY

BUCK,

Proprietor.

Santa Fe Plumbing House
Corner Water

&

Galisteo Sts.

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing

Phone Black 109.

He There are two things I can't do
one is to live within my income-- She
And the other?
He To live without it.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

The Vanity of Man.
He wore a modest early straw,
His wife a bee hive brim;
They walked together, yet lie thought
Folks turned to look at him.
A Mild
Argument.
"Hubby, do you love me as much as
did
when
we were first married?"
you
"Of course."
"Seems to me you don't tell me so
as often as you did."
"Yes, I do. Seems to me you're
harder to convince."

er

"Jim's

I like."

"Talker!

All Parts of The World
SflVS MftflfiV and ,nconvenJence

fey Purchasing Wells
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

i'vUvJ

Payable
Throughout

U.

S., Canada, Mexico

aod all Foreign
Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

His Preference.
Wife is iuRt th

TO

ldnH nf falfc.

Why, man, she's dumb!"
"I know she is. That's the kind I
live."

j j

J. D. BARNES, Agsnt.
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Arthur Evarts, a jeweler at
is a business visitor.
Colonel William II. tWeer, of
and formerly secretary of the
territory, is in the city.

Business

George P. Davison, a traveling man
of Louisville, is at the Palace.
Walter V. Burton, a sightseer from
Mitchell, Ind., is at the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. J. It. Steward of Piano, 111., are sightseers at the Montezuma.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ilaiiti of Albuquerque are the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. F. E. Nuding. They have with
them their daughter Adeline and
will stay out the week.
Mrs. S. Spitz will return home on
Friday evening from a visit with
friends in Denver.
Judge M. T. Moriarty of Moriarty,
Torrance county, was a business visitor in Santa Fe today.
M. Herzstein, the well Known paper salesman of Albuquerque, is at
the Montezuma hotel.
Territorial Secretary and Mrs. Jaffa went to Albuquerque Hist evening
and will return tomorrow.
Dr. J. A. Rolls has returned from
a hunting trip to Watrous on which he
bagged more than twenty wild ducks.

Your Patronage Solicited
1. B. LAUGKLIN, President
W. E.

i
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Is NOT Doing.
Insurance

STEPHENS. Cashier,
GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier
H. F.

BEST

in the

Fire, Life or Accident Insurance

or have your Bond furnished by the
no more to get protection in the
SURE you get value received.

0.

and take

ACT AT ONCE

BEST
BEST

Companies
Bonding Company; it costs
Companies

and you are

C. WATSON & CO.

Agents,
Leading Fire Insurance Companies; District Managers, Mutual Life
Insurance Co., New York; General Agents, United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co.
15

--

Offices

San Francisco St.

119

G. D. D.

Kirkpatrick. V. S. examiner of surveys, has return-'from a
surveying trip along the southeastern
boundary of the territorv.
Word has been received here that
Sheriff Julius Meyers of Estancia has
become the happy father of a son.
Mother and child are reported as do-

o
Santa Fe,

New Mexico

PAGE FIVE

wrote to Joseph Wiggins at Madrid,:
X. M., saying that I wanted him to
come to Las Vegas as there was a!
EASTER WEEK
chance to make soni money. I told!
li
I
r
him to destroy this
r, that spntj
to him at Madrid. II- - came to Las
Vegas and I stood good for a bill of hisj
Received another filling
at Danzinger's amounting
to
about
in line of Mats trimmed
$10. About three or four weeks ago.j
I detailed
and untrimmed :: ::
to him the plan of holding
for ransom.
Mrs. Rogers' child
think this happened at the garage1
where f kept my automobile. He
with mo in the
agreed to
A.
and keeping;
plan of taking
it for ransom.
He cat ied out the
plan as follows.
,
l nad a Key mane, copying one oi
the keys to the front door and gave eii by the endearing inquiries, Jack's
it to Wiggins.
On th- - night of the face convulsed in the hideous Strug-- j
2sth of March, at about v p. m., I met gle against the drug, and he declared
Wiggins down the street and gave that he would go to Denver if he had
him the key that I bad made. At. to walk. When he arose, it was with
about 11: :j0 that sam- - night, he let 'lifficulty that lie could drag one foot
himself into the house ami met me in after the other. The authorities be-Mrs. Kogi is heard
my room.
tne iieve he lias not long to suffer, and
disturbance in my room and opened under the direction of a physician h
the door. Then Wiggins covered me s administered a daily portion of the
with his gun and pusln d me into hrr.' "g.
room. He wore a mas!: at this time.!
He handed her a letter of instructions!
that had been previous';.' prepared by
me.
The letter dematelxl that thej
MONEY AND METALS.
child be delivered to hint and that I.j
as soon as $12,001) could be given to
Xew York, April U'. Call money'
me, should come in an auto at. night 2
2
per cent; Prime merean-- j
to a point on the Los Alamos road tile
I
paper
per cent: Mexi-- ,
whore the money was to be delivered can dollars
Amalgamated
and the instructions concerning
the Sugar IIS bid; Atchison HiSI'.A; Great
return of the child given.
.Northern. pfd ex div. 120
Xew
Wiggins took the child to his house York Centra moil-S- ;
Northern Pacific
on the west side. The same night 12:i:!-t- :
Southern Pa-- '
Reading ir,l7-S- ;
about 1 o clock, I went
my auto (.jfj(. nn
I'nion
Pacific 170::-4:- i
to Wiggins' house to see that the; steel 77
hid.
pfd 11ft
child was there and was being well
Xpw Ynr
dull
Ari,
ueiuie iuai mi", anu "inei if, .r,f. Standard copper weak; spot
""cu
had anj jIav ll r ( 11.75; Silver 5::
things that: the child would. rneed
... ....
rri
lutt login loiiowing,;
piowueu.
GRAIN PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
having obtained the $12,iiu() which It
12. Wheat
Chicago,
April
I
received from my brother Albert,
SS
July K,
went in my auto to a point on the Los
Corn May II); July 5ft.
Alamos road, some distance beyond
Oats May ::i
July ?A
the stock yards. I then returned to
Pork May 15.12
July 11.07
Vc-in
house
of
the
West Las
j
Wiggins
Ltird May 7.SU; July 7.02
gas, secured the child and returned
Ribs May S. 42
July S.cai.
him to his mother.
The money, I
WOOL MARKET.
secreted in my automobile until Sat
St. Louis Wool unchanged.
Terurday, April 8th, then I dropped it in
and
ostern
mediums
107
22;
ritory
the hole of the flue in my father's
Hifl-S- ;
fine 1213.
house. It remained there until I show- 'fine mediums
LIVESTOCK.
ed the officers where it was hidden.
The Saturday following the takingl Kansas City, April 12. Cattle
f
the child, I went with my brother ceipts 7,000, including 1,0ftft southerns.
John to the house of Wiggins.
told Market steady. Native steers $5.20?
John that I wanted to inquire if En- - 0 .p); Southern steers
$1.25? 0.50;
rique Sena or any of the officers had Southern cows heifers s sows- na.
been by. John remained in the auto five cows, heifers
$31 0.25; stockers.
while I went in the house. Previous- feeders
bulls $l?5.25;
$1.50, 5.75;
ly I had written to Wiggins asking (calves $1T(7: western steers
$3i0;
him to destroy everything that was; western
cows $:l.25'fr5.
left in the house that was connected
Market
19,00ft.
with the child. When I went there in! Hogs Receipts
Bulk $5.!ift'fi)
steady to five lower.
my auto on the Saturday of which l
have spoken, I told Wiggins to be 0.15; heavy $5.WW0: packers, butchers 5.05)0.15; light. $0.1 Of 0.20.
careful.
Wiggins' wife was not at
Market
15,000.
Sheep Receipts
home during the time that the child
Mutton $3.50; lambs $5.25ff
steady.
was in the house.
5.40;
I had ag. ,'ed with Wiggins that he 0.10; fed wethers, yearlings
should have two or three thousand dol- fed western ewes $3.50f4.50.
12. Cattle Re
Chieari,
April
lars as his share of the ransom.
'
Market slow, steady.
I make this statement of my own ceipts 11.000.
Beeves $5.15f0.70; Texas steers $1.40
free will and accord and not as a
steers $!.80f!!5.7f;
0.05; western
of any threats or intimidations.
I will add that Joseph Wiggins and stockers
feders $4fi.5.75; cows, heif-I
myself were the only ones concerned ers $2.COf3.S0; calves $5 ft 7.
Market'5
in this matter or who had any knowlSheep Receipts 10,000.
slow.
Native $314.90; western $3.15 J5
edge of it.
?l.90; yearlings $4.407 5.50: Iambs. V,
(Signed) WILL, ROGERS.
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Ladies and Misses

1

AISS

the-chil-

Pumps

AtUGLER

Oxfords

t

j

High Shoes

j

k PPENDORF---

I

TT M MAX,

FAMOUS

MAKE

1

Ladies Low Shoes $2.50 to $4.00
Misses Low Shoes $1.75 to $3.50

j

Patent

MARKET KEP0RT

Leather
Gun Metal
Suede
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ALL the Desirable Styles & Qualities

-S

ing well.
C. O. Hyer, a merchant and rancher
of Hyer, southern Santa Ke county, is
at the Coronado. He has just been
elected a school director.
"Hon. Acasio Gallegos, assistant superintendent of Public Instruction,
passed through Estancia Sunday en
route to Lincoln county on matters
pertaining to school work." Estancia
Daily Xews.
-The Rev. L. .1. Doherty of Provip-1
V jw.fi-- iS
dence, R. I., and recently stationed at
Las Vegas, has arrived at St. Michael's
college to assume duties as chaplain.
Father Doherty is a young priest of
fine education and genial disposition
and is sure to make many friends in
Santa Fe.
James J. Jeffries passed through
Lamy last night on the Santa Fe limited bound for Europe which he will
tour with his wife and family in an
automobile.
The big fellow looks the
picture of health and sn ilod and
cracked jokes with his friends on the
platform of the station until the train
pulled out.
"C. R. van Houten came up this
morning from Ponil Park and will
leave this evening for Council Bluffs,
Iowa, where he will be joined by his
A home is not completely furnished unless the hall has an
wife for a trip to Holland.
Mr. and
Make
husband
hall
a
inviting appearance.
your
give you
Mrs. van Houten will spend the next
for
tree
Easter and get it from
three months' visiting with relatives
and friends in the old country." Ra-ton. Range.
CO.
Governor and Mrs. William J. Mills
and daughter, Miss Madeline, will be
EXPERT EMBALMERS &
week end visitors in Las Vegas. They
will worship on Easter Sunday
in
their home parish, St. Paul's Memorinative $1.75 C.25; western $1.757)
al church. Governor Mills ;S in t!io
Santa Fe Train Late Santa Fe $0.20.
on
a
brief
business
city today
trip train No. 10 from the south was four
He will return and accompany
M;s. hours late this afternoon but a stub
Mills and Madeline to Las Vegas Fri- train was run from
Albuquerque.
day or Saturday.
Half Dozen Cocaine Fiends in AlbuHerald
querque The Albuquerque
WIGGINS AND ROGERS CONFESS. says that there are six
"dope" fiends
"DUALITY & PURITY"
in Albuquerque whose treatment puzFrom
(Continued
Page Four.)
zles the authorities. Jack Carter, a
cocaine fiend and mental degenerate,
house Saturday, April 8 and asked me recently released from the Bernalillo
&
Fe
Insurance Agency.
some questions. Sunday afternoon he county jail, was up
Realty
again for larceny.
came back and asked me to come to "Jack" has promised again and again
his house. I went to his house at 5 to leave town, but always the fata!
Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
I promised desire has gripped him, and he would
o'clock Sunday afternoon.
We have launched our
him I would come back and tell him steal enough to buy some "dope."
N.
M.
Fe,
business upon the strong
everything I know, and that I would White and trembling, and scarcely-ablwings of "Quality &
to walk, he repeated his pathetic
secure that with my neck. He is the
Phone Black No. 52
Purity" And by :: ::
man who told me how everything was promise this morning, but as he has
done and I then told him all I knew made no efforts, to find work since
ALWAYS RELIABLE DRUGS
on the 11th of April.
I told him Saturday and has attempted several
thefts
since
I
that
was
he
petty
and
he
time,
should
that
everything knew,
and never ending fidelihave the credit of discovering this committed for thirty days. A letter
from his mother, 59 years of age, was
matter. I came with him to the
ty to "Quality Purity"
we expect to build to
because Captain Fornoff sent handed him by Chief McMillin. Touch- for rre. He said that Tim O'Leary
the top and gain popuwantcd to see me. This is what I
larity as the integrity of
know of the matter. I forgot to say
our purpose justifies ::
that I found a flat key with the other
CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
FOR
things in the house when I returned.
A few days after the kidnaping I went
to see Will Rogers at the Agua Pura
office and he told me to leave the office and he didn't pay me anything.
First Class Work Guaranteed
All he has done for me is what he did
: BUTT
by standing good for me at Danziger's.
JOSEPH WIGGINS.
THERE IS NO STYLE OR SIZE FOR MAN, WOMAN OR CHILD
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
DRUGGISTS
Subscribed and sworn to before me
WE CANNOT SUPPLY. ALL THE NEW THINGS IN PUMPS,
309 San Francisco
X
it
LU40
i
ipill iith inn
OUR SPECIALTY-CLOTHPhone Red 161 :: West Side Piaza
GEORGE A. FLEMING.
FOR
Street
OXFORDS, & HIGH SHOES.
Notary Pubic.
THE FEET.
Territory of New Mexico
JOHN
County of San Miguel ss.
Note Wiggins finally admitted he
had the child in his possession while
it was in his house.
i?
Will Rogers' Confession.
East Las Vegas, N. M., April 12.
Easter Lilies, Azaleas, Spiraeas, Hyacinths, Tulips, Pelargoniums, Ferns.
In the first place I read the "Silent
CUT FLOWERS
War." I read most of it myself, and
For Hire at
Buggies and
my brother, Albert read some of It,
Roses, Carnations, Hyacinths, Pansies, Violets.
Saddle Horses
tr.
Popular Prices
to me. That made an impression on
i!
my mind, and started me to thinking
HACK LINE
V.
THEODORE CORRICK, Prop.
BOYLE,
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Mgr.
jjCORRICK'S
of the plan that finally developed.
ft
Phone Black 12.
.1

t

THESE SHOES

ARE

NOTED FOR

WEARING QUALITIES AND

THEIR

t

.1

LASTING BEAUTY

---
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c

W. N. TOWNS

Re-o-

'

1

For the Remaining Days of Lent

-

rs-su-

AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE
,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

AGE

Mackeral
PURE

SMOKED

Santa

NEW

i

AND

TIC

FISH IN TINS,

WHITE

FISH.
A

IMPORTED.

IMPORTED

BRICK,
SWISS,
ROQUEFORT,
NEW YORK CREAM.

City Eggs 30c a Doz.
The Best Food Stuffs for the Best Eaters.

?

H. S. KAUNE

'A

& CO.

tVVvvvcvKvwVVc

THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR

PONGEES AND

FOULARDS

In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized.
Also for your
Waists and Oowns, we have
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
EVERYTHING
You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

a

Have You Seen BIG BEN?

SHOES

EASTER?

BROS.

I

at him in our window. He is known and so!d the
A new lin?. medium price
:
over for $2.50.
ROCK CRYSTAL CUT GLASS

Come down and look
world

Champagne, Wine
lit

Reliable Jeweler

CO.:

&

Water Glasses

Water Pitchers

H. C. YONTZ,

etc.

San Francisco

Street

A

ES

i

COD

SMOKED

30c

CHEESE

35

Abstract,

SHREDDED

FISH,
HALIBUT,

SARDINES-DOMES-

$ 28.11 Annual Premium.

Santa

12c 15c 20c &

COD

.

WE

PFLUEGER.

Come and See Our Easter Plants

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

ARE

NOW

READY

TO

Frame Your Pictures
INTRODUCTORY
EASTER

i

CARDS

PRICES-AS- K

AND

FOR

THEM

NOVELTIES

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

are?

I

i

CONTINUOUS
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

1

f
1!
2)
Hi

Si

SERVICE
WIRE

UP

THOSE

DARK

s

DAY

IP!

SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

Electric Irons That Stay Hoj
Electric Toasters

Water Heaters and Percolaters

Santa Fe Water and Light Company!

i

FOR

)

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric

u
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outer n.irts nf lav Hows also are .JlWSUiriilVfii'iWtt
'usually porous, owi:i!? o the expan-- , f
rniTHDIll Tl IPUTC
LUllUnlfiL rLHOnLil
;sion of the gases ..risinally present'.,
in the masma.
KxiOwlve action, due
BB3msiglll
to those gases, o::cn accompany;,
Feels Like a Youngster.
Volcanic eruptions, causing ejections!
The Santa Fe New Mexican is get- of dust, ash, Iapilli and larger frag
It still continues
mnets. These man rials, when con ting along in years.
and resnliilaterl constitute breccias, agglo- to lie an active old gentleman
4Sth volume.
on
stanea
its
ccntly
nierates, and tuffs.
American Bulletin.
(From the Geologic Atlas, 1'nited
States Geological Sarvey.)
Like Twain.
Carrie Nation denies that she i3
(lead. We fear that Carrie by this ill- advised pronunciamento has let slip
a golden opportunity to become her

J
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the

Hotel Arrivals.

utcs.
iti' Otto
raul,

Wis.
Milwaukee,
savs Ko'icv's Honey and Tar is still
more than ihe best. He writes us,
"All those that bought it think it is
the best for coughs and colds they
ever had and I think it is still more
than the best. Our baby had a bad
cold and it cured him in one day.
Please accept thanks." Sold by all
Mr.

j

The Human Heart
The heart is a wonderful double pump, throuh the
action of which the blood stream is Kr t sweeping
round and round through the body at the ralu of seven
miles an hour. " Remember this, th::t our bodies
will not stand the strain of
k
without good,
pure blood any more than the engine can run smoothly without oil." After many years of study in the
active practice of medicine, l)r. R. V. Pierce found
that when the stomach was out of order the blood
impure and there were symptoms of general breakdown, a tonic made of the glyceric extract of certain
roots was the best corrective. This he called
over-wor-

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovei'y

Being made without alcohol, this " Medical Discovery " helps the stomach to
Palace.
benefactor.
Albuquerque
country's
assimilate the food, thereby curing dyspepsia. It is especially
adapted to diseases
Walter
w
H. M. Brown, llagerman;
;.i
Journal.
attended with excessive tissue wa,tc, notably in convalescence
from various
42
:ii
W. Burton, Mitclieli.
Ind.:
for
Charles,
and
those
who
fevers,
people
are
4'J
always " catching cold."
.l'j..."!.:
Albu- 15
Arthur
lw
Evans,
Vice,
Sense
l
Common
Uawles,
Arizona
Dr.
Medical
Pierce's
Adviser is sent on receipt of 31
Taos;
Newspapers Fight
2 ;f
9 49
7
2
book of 1008 pages
47J
f conditions are half as bad in the
stamps for the French
querque; C. H. WeMi, Raton; Gcorg3
Address Dr
32
...T. ..
t
3 (17
.St'rcston
6C3
Main
No.
R.
V.
N. Y.
Buffalo,
Street,
Pierce,
P. Davison, Louisville.
as
are
of
55
8
Arizona,
they
Globe,
..
65
Koolil!Junction
city
45
.)
Montezuma.
.777.
K
'"3 35
L!iL
presented, there is ample reason
!;'
.j
8 20
..
.....7.7. folfHK.
4 15
P. A. Lewald, N;.v York; K. G. La-- ; for the campaign for purification that
02
I....
V'i
druggists.
4
ivrrososo
7 4o
fite. Denver; G. A. Will. St. Louis; F. !is now being waged by the Globe been thinking of its own misdeeds, entire distance of 18 miles, this
Lv
82
Ar
(Mnmrron
5
being
6 35
Arl a in
Olinarron
l.v
5 10
B. Fanger, Denver: X. A. Hilton, Pa- - nKWspaiers. El Paso Times.
but of the real and alleged misdeeds especially so through the Marshall
6 27
m
Nash
i j
L.
F.
A.
17
Ireland.
H.
6
Alamosa;
lomas;
o: Harrirnan and Rockefeller. , The pass adding:
Harlan
;;;;;;; 52s
6 00
94
Ute Park. X. M...LvAr
6 45
Thomas Stiles,
..
Edminster, Santa
Do "Neat" Printing.
public has not been thinking of its
p m
pm
wm estaWis.h an office , g
Always
Sehoe-manE.
El Paso; C. C. Covington,
This mayi,
Co., of duties, but of its rights.
Mexican
New
The
Printing
ikane
once and tne entire work wiil
at
AlbuM.
Herzstein,
St.
,
n
Louis;
.South.!.
k
ii
&
P.
W.
S.
and
faK.
Xorth
both
Ky. train
uo
u.
inoninvts at I'nlfax wltli
Santa Fe, N. M.. has very kindly
..6u,
bg
hantUe(1
from there We will have
Steward.
R.
J.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
M.
S.iM.I
at
Preston
trains
IStago tor Van Honton N,
vored The Denver Type Foundry the lyjng canting phrases and see five gteam ghf)vels ftJ. work besides
Statistics ot querque;
Iron Ore Production
nirij. M M at 9:00 ,i. in, dally except
Piano, 111.
Stiwe leaves ITt. I'arlc. N'. M.. for ?51U;H)-tlconstituof
UUd
the
l
Lliuv
Al
i.t;iinuill?.
uiiuga
Company with a copy
the production of iron ore, pig iron,
umla-ysPare 62 uoono way li.50 round trip; flfty poun'l biiKKiue irrted free.
jinany dinky trains and other equip-n- Coronado.
. for tiie south at ll:!l p. m. arrives from the and steel in the
tion of New Mexico, which was printM .iues. N.
I'nited States in
!ment. Our company will establish a
i'. .4 S train
Mrs. I. Ulibarri. Tierra Amarilla; ed in its office. It was set in Tiffany
'
1(109, collected
oetb a( 4;38 a. m,
by the United States
shop somewhere along the line of con
UULLAn
and the Bureau ot T. A. Lucero, Chamita; T. Bucking- Upright and is a very neat job of A
strnrtinn where all tools will be
Survey
Geological
M
!
WILLIAMS.
Nambe;
Manuel
Ortiz,
VAN HOUTEN,
C. G. DEDWAN,
ENGINEERING
FEAT. sharpened, cars built and
printing. American Bulletin.
the Census, have just been published ham, Cerrillos;
general reM
I.
P.
G
G.
C.
Geiger,
,V. P.
Aeent,
Superintendent
mads. I expect 500 men will
pairs
by the Survey as an advance chapter, San Herzman, Albuquerque;
N.
Miles of Road Building be put at work on this
Francisco; C. O. Hyer, Hyer;
The New Mexican Files Prove It. Eighteen
by Ernest F. Burchard, from "Min-eia- l S.
undertaking."
Himie, W. H. Recso, La Junta. Colo.
Through Marshall Canon West
A certain man had occasion recentResources of the United States,
of
r
news-naneSpokane.
Capital.
ly to glance over the files of a
Calendar Year 1909." The total quanSHE STAYED IN BED.
in search of some desired in
William Munder. .1. E. Livingston.
tity of iron ore produced in 1909 was
Ingram, Tex. "Ever since I became
12.
A
most
him
Portland, Ore., April
What impressed
formation.
Dubuque, la.; Totem Ren wick,
a woman," writes Mrs. E. M. Evans,
'i1.2S4.271 long tons, valued at
J. M. Mason. New York; J. R. most was the constantly
recurring difficult feat of engineering construc- of this place, "I suffered from
at the mines, as compared
Odrell, Mrs. R. Odrcll, Silver City: advertisements of certain business tion will be attempted in the Mar- womanly troubles.
with :!ri,9S:',,:r.U; tons, valued at
Last fall I got
shall canyon when the $1,000,000 con- so
in 190S. With the exception Charles C. Schoficld, Haniford, Tex.; - that did not occupy a great deal of
bad I had to stay in bed for near4
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglas
AnCoast
the
North
let
railroad
.1.
A.
tract,
by
Lila Rose, Albuquerque;
space, but grew constantly larger as
of 1907, when the production was
Since I
ly a week every month.
artd all points in New MexJ. H. L the dates of the files became more company to Watson, Flagg & Standi-fe- r
1909 was the banner year drews, Dr. J. O. Greenlaw, Dr.
have
tons.
I
taken
feel
better
than
Cardui,
uncompany of Portland, Ore., is
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
Alison, Artesia; fe. ( an era, .uiss iu- rewmt
Tnis man went to see some
I have for years."
in iron-orYou can rely on
production.
to
an
build
is
Masdertaken.
It
I'.essie
proposed
Miss
Reed,
rera, Gallup;
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Qf fte members of these firTnSi and
It acts on the womanly or- states Minne- ter
Of the
entire new line through the canyon, Cardui.
aimer, unio: K. 1!. rate, wuvjer, .
.Bsl11.p(, him that, their constant!
and
gans
helps the system to regain
sota led as usual, in 1909, with
of
amount
rock
a
G
work
great
W. M. Berger, Belon; Howard W.
was due more to involving
tons, which was more than the .Moore, Boston; Anna Jackson, Lena! and rapid growth
and a feature of the contract is the its normal state of health. In a naPrepared especially for
total production in the United States Lamb, Mississippi; .lack Lamb, Louis-- j judicious newspaper advertising than stipulation that the present North- tural way.
to any other single factor Daily
m 1909. Michigan came second, pro- iana.
ern Pacific tracks and the Spokane, by acting on the cause, and builds
Globe.
Portland & Seattle rails, which trav- up womanly strength in a natural
ducing 11,900, :iS tons; Alabama was
Wis
Mild, but
Purely vegetable.
erse the canyon, shall not he disturbed way.
A Reliable
third, producing 4,321,232 tons;
Medicine NOT A NARHoarded Money.
certain in action.
Try it.
while the new work is under way.
COTIC.
consin fourth, with 1,0C7,43C tons; and
Some of the papers have been deThe contract calls for work through
New York fifth, with 1,015,3!):' tons.
Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says
18
voting a little space to a man who the Marshall canyon,
Xo other state produced as much as a "Our little boy contracted a seve:
including
million tons. The production of Cuban bronchial trouble and as the doctor' lived in this world for four score and miles of roadbed building from the
himself of all the west
ROUTE
iron ore in 1909 was 9:30,44(5 long tons, medicine did not cure him, I gave hir ten years, depriving
city limits of Spokane to Cheney,
not to mention its Wash.
life
of
comforts
in
tons
and
in
Tar
with
as compared
Compound
819,434
Foley's Honey
which I have great faith. It cured pleasures simply for the sake of ac190S.
Robert E. Strahorn, vice president
the
cough as well as the choking and cumulating property and then pass- - of the Washington-OregoinRailrjoad
The total production of pig iron,
beand Navigation company, had many
agging spells, and he got well m a ed away, leaving all his wealth
and lerroman-ganescluding spiegeleisen
short. time. Foley's Honey and Tar hind him for others to squander. This conferences with high officials of the
For rates and full information address
in 1909 was 25,793,021 tons.
Most Northern Pacific and Spokane, Port
has many times saved us is not an isolated instance.
BEAVERS'
had
can
be
A copy of this report
by Compound
CARNIVAL,
p- nvich trouble and we are never with- readers can recall some persons who land & Seattle railroad companies to
Agent.
f-Director of the United
the
addressing
dePaso Texas.
out it in the house." Sold by all moiled and toiled year after year,
Mar
the
the
through
gain
Masonic Homecoming,
Slates Geological Survey, Washingvoted to nothing but unremitting la- shall canyon, which was well taken
(liuggists.
ton, D. C.
to
riches
in
order
up
heap
bor,
up by the two roads.
Elks' Meeting.
Manganese ores are largely used in LOGGED OVER LANDS
G. M. Standifer, who negotiated the
against the day of their death. They
steel manufacture, in the formation of
GOOD FOR FARMING. wanted the money, simply to enjoy deal for his firm, said the contract
the feeling of possession, we suppose, called for most difficult work for tha
alloys with zinc, copper, aluminum,
in
tin, and other metals, and in the man- Movement
Northwest for to all outward appearances, they
Started
ufacture of brick, glass, and chemi
were as poor as the poorest of their
1911
Which Will Open to Settlement
April
cals. The imports, however, greatly
They never got a single
neighbors.
Large Areas.
exceed the home production.
copious draught of life's pleasant
Ernest F. Burchard, in an advance
They spent their years for play hard and work hard at school,
Walla Walla, Wash., April 12. Of- things.
Round trip rate from Santa Fe
A
chapter of "Mineral Resources of the fering to the man of smajl means an that which was of no value to them and rapid growth uses up an enornv
United States, Calendar Year 1909." opportunity to wrest from the soil a selves and presently proved a curse ous amount of energy and vitality that
of
just published by the United State certain livelihood with provision for to their heirs. Daily Globe.
N.
needs replacing.
Geological Survey, reports that only handsome profit as the years roll by,
This accounts for the many deli
The Beauty of Conservation.
Return Limit April 23rd, 1911
1,544 long tons of manganese ore, a new movement has been inauguratcate sickly and ailing children we
valued at $19,(i75, was mined in the ed here which bids fair to open to
It is hardly an unexpected develop see on our streets.
4
United States in 1909, which was less settlement many thousand
square ment, following a movement to give
We wish the mother of every such
than the production of any single year miles in eastern Washington, north- - San Juan county railroad connection child would come to our store for a
SCOTTISH RITES
heretofore recorded. The greater part ern Idaho ami western Montana. The that the paternal government has bottle of Vinol, as it is a delicious
of the product was mined in Virginia, project embodies placing on the mar- stepped in and put in its pocket some cod liver and Iron tonic which chillands several thousards of acres of the best dren love to take, and it is easily asREUNION.
in ket great tracts of logged-of- f
small quantities being produced
ii!
from which the timber has been cut coal land in San Juan county. This similated.
California and Tennessee.
in recent
The productiveness
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ores of the soil years.
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of such land is almost un
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next
in
half
the
some
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says
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century
for 1909, on the other hand, show a believable.
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True, the stumps must be
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One and one third fare from all
large increase over those for 1908, removed, but with modern methods these lands after being sufficiently
at
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thrive
Vinol
she
and
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will undoubtedly be opened
3
the amounts being 212,703 and
points in New Mexico to Santa Fe
this can be done at so low a figure vestigated
once and she gained rapidly in
tons respectively.
The imports that the total cost of the soil ready to the public again. The announceDates of sale, April
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under
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ment when it appears that there may
of manganiferous Spokane chamber of commerce
The production
for
turned. Capital Pharmacy.
ores, both iron and silver, increased April n. invitations to the conven-notabl- be some possibility of their develop8.
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ment
The
utilization.
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in 1909, the total quantity
have been issued to representa17
sooth past
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ported by the United States Geologi-- ; tives of commercial clubs throughout the government are in
cal Survey being S43,0S9 long tons, the Inland Empire, also to owners of finding out. Let a prospector smell
as compared with 523,034 tons in logged-o.RETURN LIMIT APRIL 21.
areas and especially to oil in the grass roots and next day,
those settlers who have demonstrated if he has breathed it to a soul, half &
1908.
The report can he obtained free on the practicability of removing stumps million acres are withdrawn from en
roots in order to
application to the Director of the by inexpensive processes. The rail- try about the said
Geological Survey, Washington, D. C. way companies have also been invit- allow the government at its leisure
ed to send representatives. It will be to "examine and classify them."
before the Territorial Supreme Court
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the Ellis, and in cases look for water supply is excellent.
antlers refuse to fit, candi-- j Tusas. G. C. Martinez.
High winds
dates' heads will lie planed down to, melted snows rapidly and streams
the proper size. The evening will aro high.
The
Chimayo. T. Vigil.
close with a big banquet in the ban- - snow is compact and there will be a
)uet hall served by A. W.
Ran Pedro, N
good water supply.
i.T
Strumquist. Very little snow re-- i
EXPLORERS" REACH
mains in the mountains, a great deal
FARMINGTON.
having been melted by rains. Santa
There is more
Fe, Frank Owen.
Great Trip From Here to San Juan drifted and better packed snow In the
County Has Been Success and
upper levels of the Santa Fe basin
Motorists Return By Train.
than for many years and the late
flow in June and July will probably
a
Dr. James A. Rolls has received
be twice the usual seasonal flow.
from
telegram
Superintendent of Water prospects are excellent. Bland,
Public Instruction J. E. Clark that he
On the hillsides
Arthur Knaebel.
and his parties, in two Cartercars,
8,000 feet the snow is about 2
above
the
and
have arrived at Farmington
feet deep, packed hard and icy.
trip from Santa Fe to "blaze" a trail Jemez Springs, L. L. Shields. Snow
to San Juan county has proved a sucon north slopes and is
cess. The party evidently reached is compact
Streams are high
slowly.
melting
Farmington yesterday morning.
uniform
There will be
with
autoflow;
both
The dispatch stated that
Plaoitas, G. C. El- mobiles had been sold, possibly on plenty of water.
Measurements made on top of
the strength of their wonderful trip. lis.
The motorists acordingly will return mountains gave an avenge depth of
f
feet of snow, pack-- '
three and
here by train and when they get
Streams are in-- '
stories are expected to re- ed hard and icy.
Aucreasing in flow very slowly. Mount- gale the members of the Santa Fe
tomobile club.
ainair, Mrs. J. W. Corbott.
Plenty

antlers of
BIG NEW COAL MINING
CAMP IN COLFAX. where tho
Rocky Mountain Company Driving
try Under Rim Rock of West
Slope of Sugarite Canon.

En-

Raton, N. M., April 12. The Rocky
Mountain Coal company ha3 a force
y
o! miners at work on a new mine
under the rim rock on the vest
slope of Sugarite canon at a point
half way between the old bunk house
and Lake Alice. It is the expressed
purpose of the company to open up at
this point one of its most important
vein of
coal camps where a
fine domestic coal has been opened up
and will be tapped on an extensive
scale. Although the arrangements
have not yet been completed, it is expected that a traffic arrangement
n
will be made with the Santa Fe,
& Eastern whereby the product
can be transported from the mine to
Raton for delivery to the exporting
lines. The new mine opening is directly opposite the entry made on this
side of the mesa last fall and it is
the purpose of the company to work
through the mountain, tapping the
"workings on the west side and perhaps using both openings, the east for
export trade and the west for opening
for local distribution. This will make
the second large new mine opened up
by the Rocky Mountain company within a radius of a few miles of Raton
within the past three months.
Yankee Mines Busy.
Superintendent Bert Lloyd of the
Yankee Fuel company's camp at Yankee, left last evening for Cokedale,
Colo., where he goes to secure a
large number of miners for service
in the Yankee mines. The enlivening
of the coal business has brought
about the placing of orders for the
camp's output for several weeks in
advance and Mr. Lloyd's effort will
add a large additional force at once.
Yankee is now entering the liveliest
period in its history, over 200 men being engaged in various capacities
about the camp and in handling the
present output of 350 tons. A new
washer is now in process of construction and a large force of workmen is
busy with the building of long tramway leading down to the washer from
the new mine entry opened under the
f
rim rock,
mile to the east
of the old mine. By September 1st,
tb company is expecting to be enabled by the opening of these new
entries, to place on cars an average
daily output of 1,200 tons.
en-.tr-

six-fo-

Ra-too-

one-hal-

MASQUE RADERS HAD

back-thrillin-

Rolls, who owns two automobiles, expressed great pleasure at the
success of the trip and said that he
hoped it will mean the building of an
auto road from here to the rich San
Juan county.
Dr.

WILL HOLD BAZAAR
AND

MAY 2.

To Be Given at Library Hall for
efit of New Rectory of Our
Lady of Guadalupe Church

Ben-

In the first week of May there will
be a bazaar for the benefit of the new
rectory of the Church of Our Lady
The bazaar will be in
Guadalupe.
charge of the ladies of the parish and
will be quite an elaborate affair. It
will be given in Library Hall and last
several days. A card party and a supper are features connected with the
bazaar. Although the number of
workers may be small
they are
enthusiastic and a brilliant success is
predicted for this fete.
As soon as funds are available,
which will be about the middle' of
May, the construction of the new rectory will begin.
It is to be thoroughly modern structure, bungalow in style.

OWFALLBULLET

(Local Office TJ. S. Weather Bureau.)
Santa Fe, New Mexico, April 11, 1911.
The precipitation of March averCharles Sapp is Splendid Director and aged
slightly above the normal for
is Doing Great Work With the
the territory, due to a considerable
Chorus.
excess in the Rio Grande valley and
westward.
Little, if any, snow was
The second rehearsal of the
On the
added to the stored depth.
the musical comedy to be
the warmth of the month
given here Thursday, April 20, and contrary,
the snow over the
Friday, April 21, was held last night largely dissipated
at the Elks theater and it was sur- southern mountains, and at all of
prising to see how quickly the chorus the lower levels of the northern
is being taught to do its graceful danc- mountains, causing high water in the
es and sing its songs full of melody. irrigation streams too early for long
Charles Sapp, advance manager for continued flow. The late flow, thereJoe Bren who will take personal fore, will generally be light, unless
charge of the performance a day or maintained by good rains in the
two ahead of final rehearsal is a splen- spring and the early summer.
The
did "drill master." He has a business soil is generally well filled with moisliBe air and he knows the "stage busi- ture, which, with rather light winds,
ness' to perfection. The chorus and considerable cloudiness and frequent
the "stars" are quick to reflect his en- showers, gives added promise of a
thusiasm and get their cues.
successful year; many correspondIt is a pretty good looking chorus, ents think the most successful for
by the way, and would do credit to a several years past.
Over the San Juan and northwest
professional cast from the point of
youthful beauty and gracefulness.
good rains occurred in March and
The final touch to the rehearsals the soil is well filled, but snow has
will be put when Mrs. Joe Bren ar- melted, except over the higher mounrives to play the part of Virginia now tains. Streams are carrying a good
taken by Mr. Sapp. Mrs. Bren dances volume of water.
the Yama Yama and she is cleverness
Unusual rains occurred over much
personified.
of the Rio Grande watershed, and
considerable snow over the northern
ALBUQUERQUE ELKS IN- parts, but warm weather has melted
STAL OFFICERS TONIGHT. most of the snow except over the
higher northern mountains, causing
Fifteen Anxious Candidates Will Have! high water too early.
Their Heads Planed Down to
j
Very little snow occurred over the
Proper Size.
southwest and none remains except
on the highest peaks; good rains,
Albuquerque, N. M., April 12. Thcro
occurred and streams are
will be big doings tonight at tho however,
water,
carrying a good volume of
Elks' lodge rooms when the brethren r.nd
the soil is we.l filled with moiswill install their newly elected offture.
icers, Fast Exalted Ruler Felix
H.
Except along the main range, very
Lester officiating as master of ceremonies in the stead of the Grand Ex- light precipitation occurred over the
alted Ruler. The officers to be in- northeast watershed and the stored
stalled are Roy A. Stamm, Exalted depth has decreased. Good spring
Ruler; O. A. Matson, Esteemed Lead- rains will be needed to maintain the
ing Knight; L. W. Colbert, Esteemed flow. Much the same condition exLoyal Knight; W. R. Walton, Esteem- ists over the Pecos and southeast waed Lecturing Knight; Frank A. Stortz, tershed, for little snow remains exsecretary; C. A. Hawks, treasurer; cept at the headwaters of the Pecos
Max Hertzstein, teller; M. E. Hickey, and Gallinas. The soil of the eastern
districts is generally well filled with
trustee.
After the installation a class of fif- moisture, and the stream flow is
teen anxious candidates will be care- good.
fully and strenuously fitted with the San Juan and Northwest Watershed.
Chromo, Colo., N. B. Price. There
are about 12 inches of snow in valley which is about 6 inches more than
at corresponding date la3t year.
Pagosa Springs, Colo., C. B. Mack.
Snow is packed and no shortage of
water should be experienced during
"Mas-querader-

It Does

To see how

the little folks

enjoy

Post
Toasties
with cream.
Sweet, crisp bits of pearly
white corn, rolled and toasted to &n appetizing brown.
"The Memory

Lingers"

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
Battle Creek, Mich.

Medicine Costs Nothing
if It Fails

Money and
Marriage

By Maude Parsons
When a medicine effects a successful
treatment in a very k,
of
majority
(Copyright, l'Jll, bj Afmjelulod Literary I'es.',
cases, and when we offer that mediWilliam Douglass,
cine on our own personal guarantee
of
manager
that it will cost the user nothing if, Thornybrook. strode to the
times. A imely
it does not complete;:-- ' relieve cat-- ' and rang three
with
a
little
voice,
yawn in it, anis
it
reasonable
that peoonly
arrh,
ple should believe us, ur at least put swered. I
see you a few moments,
".May
our claim to a practical test when we
Anne?" queried Douglass. "It's
take all the risk. These arc facts Miss
a matter of Importance."
which we want the people to substan-"Yes, William." returned tho lovely
tiate. We want them to try Rexall voice.
"Come right over."
Mucu-Tona medicine prepared from
Anne Thornton, owner of Thorny-brook- ,
a prescription of a physician
with
awaited the manager in a
whom catarrh was a specialty,
and
room in the handsome
who has a record of thirty years of old house. Miss Thornton was good
enviable success to his record.
to look upon. In a ruffled, trailing
We receive more good reports about morning gown, and with dewy eyes
Rexall Mucu-Tonthan we do of all that looked forth contentedly on a
other catarrh remedies sold in our pleasant world, she was ravishing.
store, and if more p ople only knew; Or so thought William Douglass,
what a thoroughly dependable remedy anyway. William was In love with
Rexall Mucu-Tonis, it would be the his employer.
o" snow well packed
in canyons and
His homely, trustworthy face was
catarrah
only
lemedy we would have
.
and his eyes were
on north slopes..
pale
any demand for.
He
had
not
much
for
two
slept
Gila
San Francisco,
and Mimbres.
is quickly absorbRexall Mucu-Ton- e
nights trying to decide on just what
Alma, M. A. Balke. Snow has melt- - ed and by its therapeutic effect tends he
was going to say. Now he found
ed to some extent and creeks are to disinfect and cleanse the entire mu- his
speech curiously hard to deliver.
exfor
water
outlook
cous membraneous tract, to destroy
supply is
rising;
"Miss Anne," he began.
J. U. Mulligan. and remove the
cellent.
Aragon,
parasi'es which inMiss Anne, In
"Yes," encouraged
There is still C or S inches of snow use the membraneous issues, to soothe a tone of voice she reserved for
on the higher peaks of the Datil range the irritation and heal the soreness, Douglass alone.
and on north slopes.
"I am going I have decided that
Luna, C. B. stop the mucous discharge, build up
Martin . Snow has melted rapidly but strong, healthy tissue and relieve the 1b, we you have a chance to buy some
there is still some snow on the higher blood and system of diseased matter. more stock of the Du Quoin National
peaks of the San Francisco range, Its influence is toward stimulating bank."
"Well, what do you think of it?"
Mogollon, H. B. Fay. Snow is even- - the muco-eells- ,
aiding digestion and
"It is a good buy." William, on
ly distributed on the higher slopes of improving nutrition until the whole
Mogollon range and outlock for water body vibrates with healthy activity. familiar ground, was not embarrassed
It varies in depth In a comparatively short time it now. "The bank's well managed and
supply is good.
from 0 inches on south slopes to 48 brings about a noticeable gain in Is making money."
"Then buy it, William. You know I
inches on north slope.
weight, strength, good color and feel- trust all those
things to you, anyCanadian and Northeast Watershed. ing of buoyancy.
way."
Snow in
We urge you to try Rexall Mucu- Tercio, Colo., J. F. Cory.
The unhappy William perspired.
drifted and swept into canyons. Tone, beginning a treatment today. "That's what I came to see you
about.
Water supply will be only about the At any time you are not satisfied, sim- I've I've been thinking about the
Aurora, J. C. Lucero. No ply come and tell us, and we will back farm. Shall we pasture it again
average.
snow in the valley and only small quickly return your money without
drifts in canyons.
Baldy, B. W. Gies- - question or quibble. We have ReThe snow drifted into the can- - xall Mucu-Tonke.
in two sizes, SO cents
outlook
fori and $1.0u. Remember you can obtain
yons and is compact;
water is good. Melodic Ranch, A. J. Rexall Remedies in Santa Fe only at
Melodic.
The snow was swept into our store, The Rexall Store. Fisch-- ;
the canyons but water supply will be er's Drug Store.
deficient.
Park W. H.
Vermijo
No snow in vicinity and out- - TALKS ON HISTORY OF
Adams.
look not encouraging.
THE UNITED STATES.
Valley, M. L.
Lots of moisture in ground
Payne.
Hon. Eugene W. Chafin, candidate
and fine outlook for water for stock.
Snow is com- - for president of the l'nited States in
Chacon, E. M. Lucero.
pact and outlook for water supply is 908 on the prohibition ticket, again
The delighted a large audience at the court
good.
Cleveland, D. Cassidy.
outlook for water for irrigation is house last night and his address was
Mountains are well supplied declared by many to have been even
good.
with snow, much more than for 3 or more interesting than the one the
night before when he discussed "The
4 years past.
Two Plagues."
Pecos and Southeast Watershed.
Mr. Chafin's theme was the political
Snow is history of this country and he pointed
Cowles, H. D. Winsor.
quite evenly distributed.
Harveys out that history has shown that no
Upper Ranch, S. B. Warner. There is great evil ever prospered or could ever
no snow on levels nor on south sides prosper without having the two great
of mountains but in canyons and gul- political parties to work in.
ches and on north sides; it varies
Ha gave as an example the slave
from 8 inches to 7 feet or more in trade which held sway for CO years
depth. Parsons, J. M. Rice. During and which had aid, he said, from both
March at least 2 feet of snow fell the Republican and the Democratic
over entire watershed of the White parties. The speaker made a plea fori "How I've
Longed to Call You 'Billy,1
of electors on moral
mountains and the ground is well the
She Said."
I
lines.
No
saturated. Dunlap, J. L. Burton.
;
Mr.
Chafin
the
pass-this summer, or plow for corn? We'd
snow in valleys but snow is visible
severely scored
on Capitan mountains. Elk, B. Cleve age of the fifteenth amendment grant- better decide, if this weather Is going to stay."
Fair amount of moisture is still in ing suffrage to the negro.
Without, the low hills were taThroughout the address the audi-- ,
Roswell, A. H.
ground from rains.
Rockafellow.
No snow in valley but ence frequently applauded and at. its king on a tender greenery, and two
made love under the window.
considerable moisture in rain during conclusion tendered the speaker an robins
Miss Anne, being young and wholeovation.
March.
Prospects in unirrigated secsome and pretty, was pulsing betions is good.
neath the call of spring and WilNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
liam was talking about plowing!
Small Holding Claim No. 1418.
Snow on the
March 31, 1911.
"Whatever you think best, Wil(Serial 012528 Xot Coal, Pecos Forliam." And then, suddenly
turning
est).
her dark eyes full upon him: "What
Department of the Interior,
did you really want to see me about,
Counties.
Stations.
United States Land Office.
William?"
(Republication)
Douglass gasped and floundered.
Santa Fe, X. M., March 15, 1911.
Then, rising, he placed a little packNotice is hereby given that the
of papers in her hand, and said:
wing-named
claimant has filed no- age"Here's
SAN II'A.V WATERa statement of things of
In Ins. tice of his
SHED AND N. W.
intention to make final
your money and stocks and your
Archuleta'.. 12.0
Chromo. Colo
0 proof in support of his claim under farms.
I'm going to to leava, Miss
Piiiosa Spsrs. (,'oio. ..
36.0 4S.0
sections 1G and 17 of the act of March Anne."
Rio Arriba
IHiU-.0 12.(1
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
San Juan-Aztec
.0 36 0
The old clock in the hall
d
'rozier
.0 30 0
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
off ages of silence.
Zunl
McKlnley ..
Douglass
:8i
Valencia,...
Stats., 470), and that said proof will kept his stubborn glance on the sunUopperton
KIO (IK AX Dig
be made before Register and ReceivConejos
34.0 40.0
Osier, t'olo
shiny
beyond the broad
Taos
er at U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. window.landscape
.0 48 0
Arroyo Seco
Miss Anne studied the top
Red river
.0 30 0
on
Quin-tanviz:
M.,
Nicario
May 5, 1911,
of her little slipper.
Taos
.0 30. 0
Rio Arriba. 36.0 42.0
of Rowe, X. M., for the claim
(lanjllon
"Going away," she said at last, as
Tler.-Amaillla
.0
1418, being the W
Sec. 28, if to herself. "You are really going
SW
.0 36.0
Truchaa
10. 0 30 0
Tusas
SE
and the NE
NE
SE
to leave us! Why, William?"
Santa Fe....
.0 48. 0
dhlninyo
Sec. 29, T. 1C X., R. 13 E., N. M. P. M.
"It's a private matter. I'd well,
.0
San Pedro
Santa Fe
.0 72.0
He names the following witnesses I'd rather not say, Miss Anne."
Hlanil
Sandoval...
.0 35 0
to prove his actual continuous adverse
"Is it salary, William? You know
6 0 40 0
Jemez Springs
Placltas.
.0 42.0
possession of said tract for twenty I've tried to make you take more."
..
.0 48.0
Sulphur
"No," returned Douglass, decidedTorrance.
years next preceding the survey of
Mountalnair
.0 12.0
o! 24 0
Valencia..
San Jltiteo
the township, viz:
ly. "I'm paid more than I'm worth,
Sierra
Hernio.sa
.0, 60.0
Vicente Quintana, Antonio Roybal, now."
SAK FKANCIMCO,
GILA AND MIMBKES
"But you've done splendidly, Wilboth
of Pecos, X. M., Cleofes Garcia,
....
Socorro.
Alma
.0 6 0
.01
Annion
8.0 Cayetano Garcia, both of Rowe, N. M. liam. When we hired you as mana,
0
Luna
Any person who desires to protest ger, mother and I had no Idea of bur.0 40.0
Mogollon
0
tha allowance of said proof, dening you with our financial affairs,
Reserve
5.0
against
.0
Cooks
Sierra .
or who knows of any substantial rea- too. And now we're depending on
CANADIAN AND
NOHTHKAST
son under the la vs and regulations of you to make our investments."
.0: 1R.0
Las Animas;
Tercio, Oolo
"It's all right, Miss Anne. I've
the Interior Department why such
.0 10. 0
Colfax ...
Aurora
.0 40.0
should not be allowed will be liked to do it."
Baldy
proof
Bell
.0
"Uncle Robert says you've made us
given an opportunity at the
Ohleo
0
richer than ever. And a share of
lawson
.0
and place to
time
Meloehe Ranch...
.0 2.0
is yours "
the witnesses of said claim- that
.0
Vermejo Park
"No," said Douglass, and he meant
.0
.0
Mosquero
Union,,
to
and
offer
ant,
evidence
in rebuttal it. "It isn't
v alley
.0
.0
money."
of that submitted by claimant.
Chacon
Mora ..
.0 30.0
"I'm sorry," eaid Miss Thornton,
Cleveland
0 40. 0
MANUEL
R.
OTERO.
Gascon
"We've been very happy
.0 60.0
plaintively.
pkcos and s. E.
Register. togeth " If William had not been
Cowles
San Miguel
.0 48.0
Harvi-so busy watching the
Ranch....
8.0 11.0
2 0 3.0
Alamo
TIME TABLE ALL
Guadalupe
robins he would have noticed a little
Salado
0 6 0
Parsons
blush tinge his employer's cheeks as
.0 12.0
Lincoln
LOCAL
TRAINS
Chavez
.0
Imnlap
substituted: "Everything's been
Rlk
.0
The following are the time tables she
so harmonious."
Hafferman
.0
of the local railroads:
Koswell
.0 18.0
"I know, Miss Anne. That's what
Otero
(Jlouderoft
.0
Leave
makes it hard to go. I . never can
Carlsbad
0
Jfiddy
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westthank you for your kindness. Those
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
papers will explain things to the new
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
Santa Fe 12:10 man."
Returning arrive
Section Director, . P. m.
"William," Interrupted Miss Anne,
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west"please sit down again. I want your
The Sound Sleep of Good Health. bound.
advice for a fiiend. You're not goCan not be over estimated and any
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30 ing to leave us right away?"
ailment that prevents it is a menace P. m.
"Oh, no; I can stay for for a little
to health.
J. L. Southers, Eau
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and time."
"Three months four months?" The
Claire, Wis., says: "I have been un- 9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
able to sleep soundly nights, because
P.eturnlng arriv at Santa Fe 11: iff girl leaned forward eagerly.
"We ell, I hardly think so. I want
of pains across my back and sore- P. m.
to get established before the summer
ness of my kidneys.
D. & R. G. Ry.
My appetite
Is too far advanced."
was very poor and my general conLeaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
"Oh." A pause. "So you're going
dition was much Tun down. I have
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
into business?"
been taking Foley Kidney Pills but
New Mexico Central Ry.
"Ye es; that is, I think o."
a short time and now sleep as sound
Leave 7:30 a. m., connect! with No.
"Is that so personal that you didn't
a
as rock, my general condition is 34 east and 33 outh and west
want to tell me?" There was an acArrive 8 p. m- - 'with connection! cusing emphasis on the "me."
greatly improved, and I know that
Foley Kidney Pills have cured me." from No, 33 east; 34 iouti and vest
Douglass did not attempt to answer.
j
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the coming season.
Dulce, G. H.
Blakeslee.
High up in the mountains
there is an abundance of snow which
The indihas hardly begun to melt.
cations are for a very favorable year.
Snow is compact
Aztec, J. G. Kello.
and a good water supply is assured.
The snow in
Blanco, W. A. Creager.
the valley has disappeared but there
is plenty of water. Zunl, E. J. Davis.
The snow has disappeared but much
moisture remains in the soil.
Rio Grande Watershed.
Osier, Colo., Wm. Jenkins. There is
more snow than usual and drifts are
deeper than in past few years; there
will be more water than usual. Arroyo
Seco, J. M. Medino. The snow in the
mountains is firmly packed and there
will be a good water supply.
Red- Snow is compact
river, L. R. Penn.
and frozen and there will be sufficient
to last until August.
Taos, A. Gus-dorf. Plenty of snow remains in
foothills, especially on north slopes.
supply will be better than last year;
enow is evenly distributed and pack
ed hard.
Truchas, I. Cordova. Out

'

follo-

613

tick-tocke-

4

4

above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

g

tt

iif it my gtn '.'f-ii-s
iroosnt
know just what to do, William. You
see, she's she's in love."
--

-.-

,

(,;,;.

"That 'Oh' was dreadfully noncommittal. William.
vou inter- Aren't
FOR SAl.i:

"Why, v(f, certainly, Mi,;s Ann'-."Well. the doesn't know whether
the young n an is is in love with
h r or not."
"Can't she
"She isn't sure. She thinks he likes
her, but "

old ::......-- .
FOR

"Y-s'- .'"
'

;

Fine i'iano and
A' :; Fria.

RF.NT-- -

furnished

itui'nisht.d.

I). I.. l.o

WAXTK'D

Ager.t

Tas.

Coffees, etc,

House-- t

u,
jr:

i

jtzki.
our line of

San'a Fe on

Wil- "Oh, there nrc complications,
Bond required, wagon
::;i::smo!j.
liam. She is ri'h, ;ir.d the young man li.rr.ished.
Write Grand I'nion Tea
is poor. She feels he's to proud
'o..
Colo.

to:' l,he:

Hpi fik."

-

"oh."

TYPEWRITERS.
"Well, what Is she going fodo?!ci ancil adjuo'cd and repaired. Xew
f he's cried herself to sleep, p:atei:s f'lrnished. Ribbons and supni a. n:!., a good many times; and
plies.
Typi writers sold, exchanged
yet there doesn't seem to be any way and
Standard makes handled.
to make h'.m speak."
Ai! r.
work and typewriters guar- .
.
jair
ll'itt:.-nmmm. .looKed
up. The dark eyes
Fe Typewriter Exgazed iimoeemly and perple.V( dly into
;,.
2 '1.
his own.
mere Isn t any way, I'm afraid,"
he said, with an un"onF.-iou- s
sigh.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
"If the man has
he can't
be a fortune hunter. Ho must make
his own way before he can ask the
MASONIC.
girl to be his wife."
Montezuma
Ixdge
bhes thought of that. too. I'm
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
seems so foolish! They may have to
omnium-catioRegular
wait years, and grow old and a
first Monday
ered while he makes a lot of moti.y
of each month at.
they don't need. Isn't marriage an
Masonic - Hall
at
eiua! partnership? Why hasn't the
t.:io.
wife the right to bring money to tho
h. h dorma.v
union as her husband?"
Master.
"From an impersonal
standpoint, cii.vs. 1:
I.IXNKY, Secretary.
she has," replied William, "but it 1
were that young man I would feel
Santa Fe Chapter Xo.
as he feels. He cannot in honor
1, R. A. M.
speak while his motives could bo
Regular
misconstrued.
convocation second
Her friends
would
"
.Monday of each month
say
at
"Bother her friends'." Miss Anne
Masonic Hall a'
looked confused when she realized
7: "ft p. m.
the emphasis she had put on the
JOHN II. WALKER,
three-wordbut only for a moment.
H. P.
Then she added:
"That's the way ' ARTHUR S KMC.MAX, Secretary.
she feels. She says she has a right
to her own happiness,
no matter
Santa Fe Coinmandery
what people think or say. She is
No. 1, K. T. Regular
satisfied he Is not a fortune hunter;
conclave four'h Monthat he Is upright and honorable,
day in each month at
and the mnn nature Intended as her
Masonic Hal! at 7:30
mate. Why can't he be sensible and
p. m.
speak ?"
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
She leat od forward in her chair,
ORIFFIN Recorder.
her lips dropping in childlike
Douglass got up hastily and
Santa
Fe Lodge of
backed away. Ho did not want to lose
Perfection Xo. 1, Mth
his carefully acquired grip and make
deg.'t e. Ancient and Aca fool of himself. That's why he was
cepted Scottish Rite of
to
leaving Thornybrook
keep from
Free Masonry meets on
fool
a
of
himself. He fumbled the third
making
Monday of each month
his hat and turned to the door.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
"He can't,
that's all," declared Masonic
Hall, south side of Plaza.
Douglass, when his hand had closed
on the knob. "It's an impossibility, Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are corMiss Anno. If you were in his place dially invited to attend.
S. Sl'ITZ, 32
you'd realize" He stopped;
he
Venerable Master.
was confusing the other man's case
HEXRY F. STEPHENS, 32
with his own.
"Don't you want to know who the
Secretary.
ungirl Is?" asked Miss Thornton,
B. P. O. E.
steadily. She had risen and her finSanta Fe Lodge No.
gers were Intertwined.
"Why, yes."
Douglass somehow
4U, B. P. O. E. holds
felt the name of that girl to be the
its rfgular session on
most important thing in the world.
the secjnd and fourth
The robins had ceased their billing
of each
Wednesday
and cooing to listen. But he feared
month. Visiting brothMiss Anne's words would be drowned
ers are invited and
by the thumping of his heart.
welcome.
"
"It's it's
Her voice died away
A. J. FISCHER,
And then it began again, broke and J. D. SENA.
Exalud Ruler.
went on to a triumphant conclusion:
Secretary.
"Oh, Billy, you stupid, stupid boy!
It's it's Anne Thornton!"
Douglass stnred unbelievingly, saw
in her face what he had never dared
to hope to see and dropped his hat
He rushed back.
The next moment she was In his
and
arms,
Independent Order ot Beavers
"How I've longed to call you 'BilSanta Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. hold
ly!' " she said.
"And how I've longed to call you its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetinp
first and third Friday. Visiting Brot
darling!" said he.
ers are always welcome.
Give Up Secret Societies.
tiuuis.jrj,
cjjwaivu
President
Secret societies have been abolished
at Mount Holyoke college by a com- C. J. XE1S.
bined vote of the society members
Secretary.
and the faculty. These secret socieF. W. FARMER
ties had been in existence in Mount
Homestead No.
Holyoke for more than twenty-fivyears. The dramatic club of the col2879.
lege has bought the American rights
Brotherhood
of
of the pastoral
play, "Fair
American Yeomen
with a Fet of costumes and
Second
Meets
properties for production. This play
and Fourth Thurswas first given by Lady Archibald
Delgado's
days,
Campbell's pastoral pis vers at the
Hall. H. Foreman,
Canniznro Woods, Wimbledon comC. G. Richie, Cor.
mon, England. The American rights
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
were later bought by Mrs. John V.
Farmer.
Pniyn of Albany, who allowed the
play to be given only when the proNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ceeds were for some hospital work.
After Mrs. Pruyn's death it was de- Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Oilice at Santa Fe, N. M
cided to sell the American rights and
March 17, 1911,
stage properties to some college orNotice is hereby given that Lucian-itganization rather than to a professional company. This play will probRibera of Pecos, X. M., who, on
ably be presented at the May day March 11. 1904, made homestead encelebration.
try amended Dec. 2, 1910, No
Sec. 27, SE
SW
for X
Accepted.
section
and NE
SE
NE
"The position requires a high de- 2 to.vnship 17 N., range 12 E., N. M.
gree of courage. We must know that P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenyou possess it."
tion to make Una! five year proof, to
"Well, sir, I ran a moving picture establish claim to the land above deshow for six months in a college scribed, before
Register and Receiver,
town."
V. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the Cth day of May 1911.
Diplomacy.
"I'm surprised at you!"
Claimant names as witnesses:
"What's the matter now?"
Trinidad Apodaca. Crestino Ribera,
"I hear you've invited your grocer Pablo Gonzales. Toribio Gonzales, Enand butcher to your daughter's wed- rique Ribera, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTFJtO,
ding breakfast."
"Well, what of that?"
Register.
"Think what you owe society, man!"
"Yes; but think what I owe my
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
grocer and butcher!" Judge.
mm mm
Not Coal.)
(07042
Dad's Dual Role.
"Fathers have been much maligned." Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
"As to how?"
March 10, 1911.
"About using the boots on suitors.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
On four different occasions I have
referred by a young lady to her fa- Martinez y Lujan of La my, X. M., who,
ther, and every time I found it was on November 14, 190a, made homefor SE
for the purpose of letting me down stead entry Xo.
Section 10, Township 14 N., Range 11
easy."
E., N. M. P. M'Tidian. has filed notice
He. Could Not Forget.
of intention to make final five year
"We have now been married 15 proof to establish claim to the land
years, Archibald, and I have never above described, before Register and
omitted to bake a cake ,for you on Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
your birthday."
Fe, N. M., on the 5th day of May,
"That's true, my dear, and every 1911.
one of them was, so to speak, a mileClaimant names as witnesses:
stone on the path o( my life." Life.
Augustin Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N.
Enrique Martinez, Pedro
The Dead Heart
Jose Garcia, all of
The Rejected One Ana is this
Lamy, N. M.
great love of mine to he cast aside?
MANUEL R. OTERO,
You might have it
She (wearily)
stuffed. Sketch.
Register.
She's--1

.,.

'
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half-cryin-
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What is More Acceptable for Easter bazaar is given at the Library hall
than some beautiful iilant, or a beau- May 2, for tha benefit of the rectory
Co to thy Clarendon of the Church of Our Lady of Guada-- j
bouquet?
a
g tiful
Gardens and get a flower for your lupe. There is a popularity contest
wife or sweetheart for Sunday with- under way and it is between Miss
out fail.
Josef; ta Lopez, daughter of County
Santa Fe, .. M., April 12.
label
Feast of St. Zeno Today the Cath- Treasurer Celso Lopez and Hiss Lulu
The weather forecast fur New S olic church ceiebra; s the feast of Krick. Bolh are very
popular in San- to
.i.i'i
jh'xico uenerauy tair
Si. Zeno.
This is ;.!so the name of ta Fe and their efforts will doubtless
I
Cream
colder with frost, in north porthe ancient Greek philosopher, of the realize a good sum for the rectory
lion tonight.
Thursday fair
historian fund.
Italian
and
rary
poet
"The Sprinker" "The Sprinkler,
xetpt rain or snow in north- and of the Venetian explorer.
Oh where, O where can it be?" is a
east portion; colder.
Services at Guadaiupe Church At
that may be offered "The
Ihe Church of Our Lady of Guadalupe catchy song
Masqueraders" for their performance
celcbrau-will
mass
be
tomorrow,
Sherwin-William- s
if this high wind
Finl!righten-l"up and carFriday and Saturday at 7 a. m., on ries the real estatekeeps
Fe with
of
islit-- to be had at UUKI'.KLS.
Santa
S
a. m., the
at 6 a. m. and
it. Said a well known real estate
Snowfall Bulletin On another page Sunday
mass at the last named hour to be man
this afternoon:
"I'll be out of
appears iie last snowfall bulletin of high mass.
r;r
if the city does not get that
business
the U. S. Weather Bureau for the
Presbyterian Sale a Success The sprinkler out soon. Just look at that
year.
sale and caffeteria Mipper given by
lodge !!. p. ). E. wiil install its offi- - the Presbyterian Ladies' Aid Society cloud of dust coming our way. Many
hundred cubic yards of valuable real
cers at the Elks rooms tonight. Tha
yesterday afternon at the Public Li- estate must be in it." The
ceremonies begin at o'clock,
sprinklar,
was a great success and be- where is
it?
Installation Tonight The Santa Fe brary,
tween $150 and $20u were the net proFive Boys as Stowaways
Five boys
A
ceeds of the affair. The supper that were
yanked out of a Santa Fe horse
was served was delicious, and several car at
Albuquerque yesterday which
of
was attached to train Xo. 10. Two
ATTRACTIVE EASTER GIFT hundred liersons were served.
New Mexican's Bulletin Board The lads paid their fare from El Paso to
bulletin board is getting to be a fea- Albuquerque and a third paid for a
A DAINTY BOOLKET
"The Cat That Was Asked for in ture that attracts crowds all day long ticket from El Paso to Pueblo, Colo.
of
food.
ai:d incidentally it is an educational The two
Church."
remaining boys, who were
feature that leads to discussions and
Tale of an
garden with a Knowledge of news in many homes negroes, confessed to being dead
broke and were taken to the city jail.
happy ending.
into which newspapers very seldom All five are jockeys, are followers of
By MRS. L. B. PRINCE
go. .Much excitement was caused by the racing game and have been in atthe bulletin telling of the arrest, of tendance at the races in Juarez, Mex.
Price 35c.
the Las Vegas kidnappers, which was
Both Reduce
Easter Sunday is always associated
For sale at Weltmer's and the Capi-- !
posted at eight o'clock this morning.
with something beautiful in the way
ol
Food.
tal Pharmacv.
Popularity Contest There is go- of (lowers. Read the ad for Clarento
be
keen
before
that don Gardens and then go and select
interest
ing
something for the most, beautiful
" I am quite positive tbst tbe use ol alam baking
feast day in the year.
should be condemned."
powder
Tomorrow is "Holy Thursday"
Prof. Vaughan, University of Michigan.
Tomorrow will be Holy Thursday or
called Maundy Thursday and is the
Read tha Lake! and remember thai
feast of the institution of the Blessed
"Alum, sodium alum, basic aluminum sulphate,
Sacrament. On this day the oils
used in the administration of the sacsulphate of aluminum, all mean the same thing
raments of Baptism, Confirmation,
namely, EU&NT ALUM." Kansas State Board cfHtahk
Holy Orders and Extreme Unction are
j blessed
by the bishop or archbishop
of each diocese of the Roman Catho-oliiUNS ON END,
church. Archbishop Pitaval will
Weather Proof Compo-Rubbe- r
pontificate at the Cathedral here, and
the services begin at 9 o'clock in the University of New Mexico, Ed Doran average relative humidity for the day
and Will (tee, geological students, will was 33
Roofing is the Best Made.
morning.
per cent. The lowest temperaleave Thursday morning on an expediDarkest
Africa
Another
.Through
ture
last night was 41 degrees
during
The exof the remarkable travelogue series tion covering several days.
We Guarantee It.
and at G a. m. today it was just 42
will
much
useful
data
plorers
gather
"Through Darkest Africa" will be givk
en by the Christian Endeavor Society regarding the peak and will endeavor degrees.
MAE or
Yesterday was a clear day
reto
set
at
rest
rumors
cover
the
At
can
cost
small
of
but
conflicting
the
somewhat
First
you
your
on
windy in the afternoon
church
Presbyterian
GHEST GRME MATERIA
roof with WATERPROOF and have an Friday evening, the 14th at 7:30 garding elevation, geological forma- and much warmer.
o'clock. About 100
colored tion and the most feasible route. An
absolutely tight roof, that will not slides will be shown,beautifully
effort will also be made to gather
NOTICE.
by
accompanied
some of the most important legends
leak. You can lay it over an old shingle an interesting'descriptive lecture. Thej
The annual meeting of the stockor metal roof if you desire. It costs price of admission will be ten cents.; and folk lore stories regarding the holders of the New Mexico Telephone
mountain.
The return of the explorCompany will be held at its office,
about half as much as shingles and is Since Colonel Roosevelt's journey ers and their report will be awaited
through eastern and southern Africa
northwest corner plaza, Santa Fe, N.
of heat
better. It is a
v;;th
interest.
last year, people generally are anxious
M., Friday, April 21, 1911, 3 p. m.
to see and know more of that little! Two Wore Modern Homes In a few
or cold. Any one can lay it, no mechaknown land. An unusual opportunity days ground will be broken for a mod- SAFE MEDICINE FOR CHILDREN.
nic required. Comes put up in roll
LRoOFlMMFfi-0will be
IK
Friday evening when a ern brick cottage for R. E. Asplund
with nails and cement inside of the hundred given
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
beautifully colored slides willj on Marcy street, adjoining the cottage
package. It will last from 15 to 20 be shown at the First Presbyterian of C. F. McKay for which the founda- is a safe and effective medicine for
'
tion has been completed. Dr. J. A. children as it does not contain opiates
years. Come in and let us show you. church.
Will Explore Cabezon
Peak For! Rolls will also transform one of the or harmful drugs. The genuine Foley's
the purpose of exploring Cabezon peak j buildings on his magnificent grounds Honey and Tar Compound Is in a yel
ninety or a hundred miles northwest) on East Palace into a modern brick low package. Sold by all druggis: :.
Fe
The
of Albuquerque, an exploring party. dwelling.
From 31 to 64 That was the range a New Mexican Want Ad.
composed of Prof. J. A. Pynch, headi
& Supply Co.
of the department of geology at the' in temperature yesterday
If you want anything on earth try
and the
j
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"Cash" no.

no. 4 Andrews

4

per lb. 30c

Radish, Lettuce, Onions, Spinach. Soup liunches.
Parsley, Cabbage, Celery, Asparagus, Rhubarb,
Turnips, Beets, Parsnips, Carrt ts, etc. ::
Poultry, Fish and Oyters, received twice a Week.

-
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DON'T

Phone No. 4.

FORGET

OL'R

I

DEPARTMENT

F. Andrews

CREAM

;

JUST RECEIVED

BAKERY

In baying baking powder
examine the
and take
a
shown
brand
be
only
made with
Tartar

i

VEGETABLES

ORANGES, LEMONS, GRAPE

j

.

GROCERY and BAKERY

BUTTERMerritts Best,

pitv Tnmne
ifiinun um lunua
pjMMnn

!S

Phone No.4.

pure, wholesome, reliable Grape
Cream
Tartar Baking Powder.
Improves the flavor and adds
to the healthfefness
the

j

it
it

The Giving of Easter Gifts

it

old-tim- e

fi!

j'l

it

No Alum

j

HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVEREACH YEAR
SALLY OBSERVED
A

::

PARTICULARLY

SUITED FOR THE OCCASION

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree
SilverPlain and set with turcjuoise-fo- r
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY

it

S.

it

YOUR

BEST

::

and
chains, brooches,

Crosses-G- old

IN JABOT PINS.

i

FRIENDS

SPITZ,

t;i

No Lime Phosphate
the Healthfulness
the

our Roof

Should be the Best

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

c

'

For
Ladies Ultra Shoes for
$3.00 a Pair

'
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j
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j

Santa

Hardware

m

New

Choose

Fashion Department.
The

Ladies Will Need to Get Busy for Their

A

Complete and Authoritative

Fashion

Dep't.

Ladies Suits and Skirts.

Easter Gowns.

Always on the alert for new
ways of benefiting our cus
tomers, this store, with its
accustomed enterprise, will
inaugurate from now on the
most advantageous and
convenient innovation ever
attempted.

Mr

if

ii

Here our patrons will find positively

V

j

.

the very' latest and most advanced styles
in every thing that is newest and best in
ladies dress. Here are shown the identi
cal fashions all the well dressed women
in the large style centers are now wearing. Here you will find hints & sugges
tions for your new Spring Suit. Regard
less of what you select you can rest
assured that it is positively the best value

for the money you could possibly get.
Whether you buy or not, at least come-s- ee
this magnificent display of the NEW

it

t t

EST SPRING FASHIONS.

NATHAN SALMON.
T
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